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A selection of topics

• Top Quark Mass

• Event Shapes

• Strong coupling

• Jet Shapes

• N-jettiness

• Constraining new physics



Top Mass Extraction
What are we Measuring?

•What is the top mass?

k!!t

q2!mt
2 top ?

top ?

•Which top mass?

Current Top Mass 

Mesurement:

• Top is a colored parton.  Cannot define physical on-shell mass. 
• Top mass is a parameter of the Lagrangian.

• Top mass parameter is scheme dependent.

renormalon ambiguity, poor perturbative behavior. •Pole mass? : !m ! !QCD

•Which mass are the experimentalists measuring?

•For better precision we need a short distance top mass.

•How can we extract a short distance mass? Which mass?

(CDF/D0)

Mt = 173.1 ± 1.3 GeV/c2

)2 (GeV/ctopm

150 160 170 180 190 200
0
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CDF March’07  2.2± 1.5 ±12.4 

Tevatron March’09
*

 1.1± 0.6 ±173.1 
  (syst.)±(stat.)  

CDF-II trk
*

 3.0± 6.2 ±175.3 

CDF-II all-j
*

 1.9± 1.7 ±174.8 

CDF-I all-j  5.7±10.0 ±186.0 

D0-II l+j
*

 1.6± 0.8 ±173.7 

CDF-II l+j
*

 1.3± 0.9 ±172.1 

D0-I l+j  3.6± 3.9 ±180.1 

CDF-I l+j  5.3± 5.1 ±176.1 

D0-II di-l
*

 2.4± 2.9 ±174.7 

CDF-II di-l
*

 2.9± 2.7 ±171.2 

D0-I di-l  3.6±12.3 ±168.4 

CDF-I di-l  4.9±10.3 ±167.4 

Mass of the Top Quark (*Preliminary)

/dof = 6.3/10.0 (79%)2!

2Monday, July 27, 2009

What is the top mass?
• Top is colored parton.

• Top mass is a parameter of the Lagrangian.

• Top mass is renormalization scheme dependent.

Which top mass?
• Which mass scheme are the experimentalists measuring? Not known! 

• Mass scheme depends on the method used to measure mass.
• Kinematic reconstruction no longer sufficient.



Threshold Scan
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FIG. 5. Comparison of Q2
t R

v with fixed M1S
t mass for the fixed order and resummed expansions.

The dotted, dashed, and solid curves in a) are LO, NLO, and NNLO, and in b) are LL, NLL, and
NNLL order. For each order four curves are plotted for ! = 0.1, 0.125, 0.2, and 0.4.

!
s (GeV) 347 350 353

Q2
t R

v
LL ! = 0.1 0.387 1.556 1.276

! = 0.125 0.355 1.411 1.215

! = 0.2 0.302 1.175 1.105
! = 0.275 0.276 1.054 1.043
! = 0.4 0.251 0.940 0.980

Q2
t R

v
NLL ! = 0.1 0.230 0.881 0.770

! = 0.125 0.237 0.917 0.804
! = 0.2 0.243 0.944 0.835
! = 0.275 0.242 0.937 0.837

! = 0.4 0.237 0.912 0.827

Q2
t R

v
NNLL ! = 0.1 0.237 0.888 0.842

! = 0.125 0.240 0.920 0.836
! = 0.2 0.244 0.955 0.841

! = 0.275 0.245 0.961 0.845
! = 0.4 0.244 0.955 0.846

TABLE I. Numerical values of Q2
t R

v which appear in the NNLL results in Fig. 5b.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this section we carry out a detailed analysis of Rv and Ra in the 1S mass scheme with
the main emphasis on assessing the remaining theoretical uncertainties in our computation.
In Fig. 5 we have displayed results for Q2

tR
v over the c.m. energy

!
s for M1S

t = 175 GeV,
!s(mZ) = 0.118 and !t = 1.43 GeV. For the strong coupling four-loop running is employed
and all light quark flavors (nf = 5) are taken massless. Fig. 5a shows results at LO (dotted
blue lines), NLO (dashed green lines) and NNLO (solid red lines), while Fig. 5b shows the
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Top pair-production at threshold

• Shape of cross-section sensitive to top mass.

• Top width provides IR cutoff.

• Non-perturbative effects are small.

Physics well understood

(Fadin, Khoze; Peskin, Strassler;Hoang, Manohar, Stewart, Teubner)

• NRQCD is the appropriate EFT.

• Well-defined relation to short distance mass; eg.1S mass

• NNLL results known.

• Precision:

1

Implications of Electroweak Symmetry Breaking; Workshop May 7th, 8th

!mt ! 100 MeV (1)

I. LIST OF POTENTIAL SPEAKERS

1. Lisa Randall

2. JoAnne Hewett

3. Ben Grinstein

4. Elizabeth Simmons

5. Sekhar Chivukula

6. Markus Luty

7. Kaustubh Agashe

8. Kathryn Zurek

9. Howard Haber

10. Carlos Wagner

11. Graham Kribs

12. Michael Schmitt

13. Matt Herndon

14. Bruce Mellado

15. Stefano Profumo

16. Hiren Patel

17. Matt Godringer

18. Cheng-Wei Chiang

19. Xiao-Gang He

20. A. Strumia

21. Alex Kusenko



Top Mass From Jet Distributions
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Figure 1: Six jet event initiated by a top quark pair, tt̄ ! bW b̄W ! bqq!b̄qq!. The plane
separating the two hemispheres is perpendicular to the thrust axis and intersects the thrust
axis at the interaction point. The total invariant mass inside each hemisphere is measured.
Our analysis applies equally well to the lepton+jets and the dilepton channels (not shown).

arising from the initial state. Assuming a c.m. energy Q " mt, mt being the top quark
mass, one can employ the hierarchy of scales

Q " mt " !t > "QCD (1)

to establish a factorization theorem for the doubly di#erential top-antitop invariant mass
distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:

d2!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

, M2
t,t̄ # m2 $ m ! % m2 . (2)

The invariant masses M2
t = (

!

i"Xt
pµ

i )2, M2
t̄ = (

!

i"Xt̄

pµ
i )2 depend on a prescription Xt,t̄

which associates final state momenta pµ
i to top and antitop invariant masses, respectively.

For invariant masses in the resonance region the events are characterized by energy deposits
predominantly contained in two back-to-back regions with opening angles mt/Q associated
with the energetic jets or leptons from the top decay plus collinear radiation, and by addi-
tional soft radiation populating the regions between the jets, see Fig. 1. We assume that
the prescriptions Xt,t̄ assign all soft radiation to either M2

t or M2
t̄ where the probability

of radiation being assigned to Xt or Xt̄ increases to unity when it approaches the top or
antitop direction. The result for the double di#erential cross-section in the peak region at
all orders in "s and to leading order in the power expansion in mt"s/Q, m2

t /Q2, !t/mt and
Mt,t̄ # mt is given by [8]
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In Eq. (3) the normalization factor !0 is the total Born-level cross-section, the HQ and Hm

are perturbative coe$cients describing hard e#ects at the scales Q and mJ , B± are pertur-
bative jet functions that describe the evolution and decay of the the top and antitop close
to the mass shell, and S is a nonperturbative soft function describing the soft radiation be-
tween the jets. The result was derived using the hierarchy of scales (1), matching QCD onto

LCWS/ILC2007

Boosted top quark pair-production:

(Fleming, Hoang, SM, Stewart)
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Implications of Electroweak Symmetry Breaking; Workshop May 7th, 8th

!mt ! 100 MeV (1)

e+e! " tt̄X (2)

Q# m# ! > "QCD (3)

I. LIST OF POTENTIAL SPEAKERS

1. Lisa Randall

2. JoAnne Hewett

3. Ben Grinstein

4. Elizabeth Simmons

5. Sekhar Chivukula

6. Markus Luty

7. Kaustubh Agashe

8. Kathryn Zurek

9. Howard Haber

10. Carlos Wagner

11. Graham Kribs

12. Michael Schmitt

13. Matt Herndon

14. Bruce Mellado

15. Stefano Profumo

16. Hiren Patel

17. Matt Godringer

• Can we extract the top mass far away from threshold?

• Which mass scheme?

• How do perturbative and non-perturbative effects modify 
relation between Lagrangian mass and experimental observable?



Observable
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Figure 1: Six jet event initiated by a top quark pair, tt̄ ! bW b̄W ! bqq!b̄qq!. The plane
separating the two hemispheres is perpendicular to the thrust axis and intersects the thrust
axis at the interaction point. The total invariant mass inside each hemisphere is measured.
Our analysis applies equally well to the lepton+jets and the dilepton channels (not shown).

arising from the initial state. Assuming a c.m. energy Q " mt, mt being the top quark
mass, one can employ the hierarchy of scales

Q " mt " !t > "QCD (1)

to establish a factorization theorem for the doubly di#erential top-antitop invariant mass
distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:

d2!
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t = (
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i"Xt
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i )2, M2
t̄ = (
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i"Xt̄

pµ
i )2 depend on a prescription Xt,t̄

which associates final state momenta pµ
i to top and antitop invariant masses, respectively.

For invariant masses in the resonance region the events are characterized by energy deposits
predominantly contained in two back-to-back regions with opening angles mt/Q associated
with the energetic jets or leptons from the top decay plus collinear radiation, and by addi-
tional soft radiation populating the regions between the jets, see Fig. 1. We assume that
the prescriptions Xt,t̄ assign all soft radiation to either M2

t or M2
t̄ where the probability

of radiation being assigned to Xt or Xt̄ increases to unity when it approaches the top or
antitop direction. The result for the double di#erential cross-section in the peak region at
all orders in "s and to leading order in the power expansion in mt"s/Q, m2

t /Q2, !t/mt and
Mt,t̄ # mt is given by [8]
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In Eq. (3) the normalization factor !0 is the total Born-level cross-section, the HQ and Hm

are perturbative coe$cients describing hard e#ects at the scales Q and mJ , B± are pertur-
bative jet functions that describe the evolution and decay of the the top and antitop close
to the mass shell, and S is a nonperturbative soft function describing the soft radiation be-
tween the jets. The result was derived using the hierarchy of scales (1), matching QCD onto

LCWS/ILC2007

• Top jet hemisphere mass distribution sensitive to top mass:

• Peak region:
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Figure 1: Six jet event initiated by a top quark pair, tt̄ ! bW b̄W ! bqq!b̄qq!. The plane
separating the two hemispheres is perpendicular to the thrust axis and intersects the thrust
axis at the interaction point. The total invariant mass inside each hemisphere is measured.
Our analysis applies equally well to the lepton+jets and the dilepton channels (not shown).

arising from the initial state. Assuming a c.m. energy Q " mt, mt being the top quark
mass, one can employ the hierarchy of scales

Q " mt " !t > "QCD (1)

to establish a factorization theorem for the doubly di#erential top-antitop invariant mass
distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:
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which associates final state momenta pµ
i to top and antitop invariant masses, respectively.

For invariant masses in the resonance region the events are characterized by energy deposits
predominantly contained in two back-to-back regions with opening angles mt/Q associated
with the energetic jets or leptons from the top decay plus collinear radiation, and by addi-
tional soft radiation populating the regions between the jets, see Fig. 1. We assume that
the prescriptions Xt,t̄ assign all soft radiation to either M2

t or M2
t̄ where the probability

of radiation being assigned to Xt or Xt̄ increases to unity when it approaches the top or
antitop direction. The result for the double di#erential cross-section in the peak region at
all orders in "s and to leading order in the power expansion in mt"s/Q, m2
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In Eq. (3) the normalization factor !0 is the total Born-level cross-section, the HQ and Hm

are perturbative coe$cients describing hard e#ects at the scales Q and mJ , B± are pertur-
bative jet functions that describe the evolution and decay of the the top and antitop close
to the mass shell, and S is a nonperturbative soft function describing the soft radiation be-
tween the jets. The result was derived using the hierarchy of scales (1), matching QCD onto

LCWS/ILC2007

that are consistent for both the peak and tail regions, and carry out detailed calculations of

perturbative quantities in the factorization theorem. We verify that the matching conditions

which define the Wilson coe!cients at the scales Q and m are infrared safe, compute one-

loop perturbative corrections to the matrix elements, and carry out the next-to-leading-log

renormalization group summation of large logs. For the peak region these are logs between

the scales Q, m, ", and #QCD, while away from the peak they are between Q2, m2, and the

variables M2
t ! m2

t and M2
t̄ ! m2

t described below.

As an observable sensitive to the top mass, we considered in Ref. [2] the double di$erential

invariant mass distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:

d2!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

, M2
t,t̄ ! m2 " m " # m2 , (1)

where

M2
t =

! "

i!Xt

pµ
i

#2
, M2

t̄ =
! "

i!Xt̄

pµ
i

#2
. (2)

Here Xt and Xt̄ represent a prescription to associate final state hadronic four momenta to

top and antitop invariant masses respectively. For simplicity we call Xt,t̄ the top and antitop

jets, and Mt,t̄ the invariant mass of the top and antitop jets respectively. The distribution

in Eq. (1) has a width " " "t + Q#QCD/m which can be larger than the top quark width

"t. The restriction M2
t,t̄ !m2 " m " # m2 defines the peak region, which is the region most

sensitive to the top quark mass m. Here the dynamics is characterized by energy deposits

contained predominantly in two back-to-back regions of the detector with opening angles of

order m/Q associated with the energetic jets or leptons coming from the top and antitop

decays, plus collinear radiation. The region between the top decay jets is populated by soft

particles, whose momentum is assigned to one of M2
t or M2

t̄ . The tail region is defined by

invariant masses starting just past the peak where the cross-section begins to fall o$ rapidly,

namely where m2 $ M2
t,t̄ ! m2 and either M2

t,t̄ ! m2 >" m " or M2
t,t̄ ! m2 $ m ". Farther

out, when M2
t,t̄!m2 " m2, we have an ultra-tail region where the cross-section is very small.

We do not consider the region where M2
t,t̄ " Qm. The observable in Eq. (1) in the peak and

tail regions is the main focus of our analysis. We also briefly consider the cross-section in

the ultra-tail region.

The result for the double di$erential cross-section in the peak region to all orders in "s

is given by [2]
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perturbative quantities in the factorization theorem. We verify that the matching conditions
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FIG. 1: Six jet event initiated by a top quark pair, tt̄ ! bW b̄W ! bqq!b̄qq!. The plane separating
the two hemispheres is perpendicular to the thrust axis and intersects the thrust axis at the
interaction point. The total invariant mass inside each hemisphere is measured. Our analysis

applies equally well to the lepton+jets and the dilepton channels (not shown).

to the top mass, so that M2
t " m2 # m! and M2

t̄ "m2 # m!. It is convenient to introduce

the shifted variables

ŝt,t̄ $
st,t̄

m
$

M2
t,t̄ " m2

m
# ! % m , (1)

because it is only the invariant mass distribution close to the peak that we wish to predict.

Here the top width ! is setting a lower bound on the width of the invariant mass distribution

and the shifted variable ŝt,t̄ can also be larger than ! as long as ŝt,t̄ % m. However, for

simplicity we will often write ŝt,t̄ # ! as we did in Eq. (1).

There are three relevant disparate scales governing the dynamics of the system,

Q & m & ! > "QCD . (2)

This kinematic situation is characterized by energy deposits contained predominantly in

two back-to-back regions of the detector with opening angles of order m/Q associated to

the energetic jets coming from the top quark decay and collinear radiation. Frequently in

this work we refer to the jets coming from the top and antitop quark collectively as top

and antitop jet, respectively, but we stress that we do not require the jets from the top

and antitop decay products to be unresolved as pictured in Fig. 1 (for example one can still

identify a W and do b-tagging). The region between the top jets is predominantly populated

by soft particles with energies of order of the hadronic scale.

The EFT setup used to describe the dynamics in this kinematic situation is illustrated in

Fig. 2 and represents a sequence of di#erent EFT’s. The use of di#erent EFT’s is mandatory

to separate the various relevant physical fluctuations. The high energy dynamics for the

top quarks at the scale Q & m can be described by quark and gluon degrees of freedom

that are collinear to the top and antitop jet axes, and by soft degrees of freedom that

5

(Fleming, Hoang, SM, Stewart)

(LC Simulation: Chekanov, Morguno)
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Figure 1: Six jet event initiated by a top quark pair, tt̄ ! bW b̄W ! bqq!b̄qq!. The plane
separating the two hemispheres is perpendicular to the thrust axis and intersects the thrust
axis at the interaction point. The total invariant mass inside each hemisphere is measured.
Our analysis applies equally well to the lepton+jets and the dilepton channels (not shown).

arising from the initial state. Assuming a c.m. energy Q " mt, mt being the top quark
mass, one can employ the hierarchy of scales

Q " mt " !t > "QCD (1)

to establish a factorization theorem for the doubly di#erential top-antitop invariant mass
distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:
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For invariant masses in the resonance region the events are characterized by energy deposits
predominantly contained in two back-to-back regions with opening angles mt/Q associated
with the energetic jets or leptons from the top decay plus collinear radiation, and by addi-
tional soft radiation populating the regions between the jets, see Fig. 1. We assume that
the prescriptions Xt,t̄ assign all soft radiation to either M2

t or M2
t̄ where the probability

of radiation being assigned to Xt or Xt̄ increases to unity when it approaches the top or
antitop direction. The result for the double di#erential cross-section in the peak region at
all orders in "s and to leading order in the power expansion in mt"s/Q, m2
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In Eq. (3) the normalization factor !0 is the total Born-level cross-section, the HQ and Hm

are perturbative coe$cients describing hard e#ects at the scales Q and mJ , B± are pertur-
bative jet functions that describe the evolution and decay of the the top and antitop close
to the mass shell, and S is a nonperturbative soft function describing the soft radiation be-
tween the jets. The result was derived using the hierarchy of scales (1), matching QCD onto
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FIG. 1: Sequence of e!ective field theories used to compute the invariant mass distribution.

where, as indicated, power corrections are suppressed by !sm/Q, m2/Q2, !t/m, or st,t̄/m2.

Here mJ is the short-distance top quark mass we wish to measure, and for convenience we

have defined

ŝt =
st

mJ
=

M2
t ! m2

J

mJ
, ŝt̄ =

st̄

mJ
=

M2
t̄ ! m2

J

mJ
, (4)

where ŝt,t̄ " ! are of natural size in the peak region. In Eq. (3) the normalization factor "0

is the total Born-level cross-section, the HQ and Hm are perturbative coe"cients describing

hard e#ects at the scales Q and mJ , B± are perturbative jet functions that describe the

evolution and decay of the the top and antitop close to the mass shell, and S is a nonpertur-

bative soft function describing the soft radiation between the jets. To sum large logs B± and

S will be evolved to distinct renormalization scales µ, as we discuss in section IIC below.

For the tail region Eq. (3) becomes

d"

dM2
t dM2

t̄

= "0 HQ Hm B+ # B! # Spart + O
!$QCDQ

st,t̄

"
+ O

!m!s(m)

Q
,
m2

Q2
,
!t

m

"
, (5)

so the only changes are that the soft-function S = Spart(#+, #!, µ) becomes calculable, and

we have an additional O($QCDQ/st,t̄) nonperturbative correction from the power expansion

of the soft-function which we will include in our analysis. The result in Eq. (3) was derived

by matching QCD onto the Soft Collinear E#ective Theory(SCET) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] which

in turn was matched onto Heavy Quark E#ective Theory(HQET) [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]

generalized for unstable particles [14, 15, 16, 17] as illustrated in Fig. 1. The decoupling of

perturbative and nonperturbative e#ects into the B± jet functions and the S soft function

was achieved through a factorization theorem in SCET and HQET, aspects of which are

similar to factorization for massless event shapes [18, 19, 20, 21]. The result in Eq. (3) is an

event shape distribution for massive particles, and can be used to determine common event

shapes such as thrust or jet-mass distributions. Note that a subset of our results can also
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For massless jets there has been a lot of work done on the program of resumming logs in

event shape variables [31, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. In this paper we

do not use the traditional approach to resummation, but rather an approach that sums the

same large logs based on the renormalization of operators in e!ective field theories, including

HQET and SCET [3, 7]. The e!ective theory resummation technique has the advantage of

being free of Landau-pole singularities [45, 46], since it only depends on the evaluation of

anomalous dimensions at perturbative scales. This technique can also be extended in a

straightforward manner to arbitrary orders, NkLL in the resummation [47, 48]. A recent

application of the SCET technique is the resummation for thrust in e+e! to massless jets

at NLL order [49].

In our log-summation there is an important distinction between large logs which a!ect the

overall cross section normalization, and large logs that change the shape of the distribution

in M2
t,t̄. In predicting the normalization in the dijet region we must sum up a series of

double Sudakov logarithms that occur for Q ! m and for m ! ". However, it turns out

that the same is not true for logs a!ecting the shape of the invariant mass spectrum. As we

discuss in detail, the form of the spectrum is protected from large logs below the scale Q

until we reach the fundamental low energy scale governing the dynamics of either the soft or

jet functions. This conclusion is not a!ected by the mass threshold at m, and is valid to all

orders in perturbation theory (ie. for both leading and subleading series of logarithms). In

order for this cancellation to occur it is important that the invariant mass definition includes

soft radiation at wide angles. The hemisphere mass definition of Mt and Mt̄, as well as other

definitions which associate wide angle soft radiation to both Xt and Xt̄, are in this category.

In the e!ective field theory this protection against the appearance of shape changing large

logs is described by a set of “consistency conditions”. From our analysis we find that the

only shape changing large logs occur between the low energy scale µ " Q#/m + "t where

logs in the jet functions are minimized, and a perturbative low energy scale µ >" # +m"t/Q

where logs in the soft function are minimized. Here # " 0.5 GeV is the hadronic scale

where the interactions are non-perturbative. As indicated there are two scales appearing in

each of these functions, and the question of which dominates depends on the size of these

parameters.

The program of this paper is as follows. In Sec. IIA we review the formulation of the

factorization theorem for the invariant mass cross-section from Ref. [2]. In Sec. II B we

show that the finite lifetime e!ects can be treated as a convolution of B± jet functions for

stable top quarks with a Breit-Wigner, and we describe models for S that are consistent

in the presence of perturbative corrections. In Sec IIC we discuss the structure of large

logarithms and present the factorization with log resummation. In section III we discuss the

connection between renormalization and the resummation of large logs in SCET and HQET,

derive the consistency conditions, and summarize results for the NLL renormalization group

evolution. Results for the matching, running, and matrix elements in SCET including the
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thrust
 axis

soft particles

n-collinear n-collinear

hemisphere-a hemisphere-b

Figure 1: Six jet event initiated by a top quark pair, tt̄ ! bW b̄W ! bqq!b̄qq!. The plane
separating the two hemispheres is perpendicular to the thrust axis and intersects the thrust
axis at the interaction point. The total invariant mass inside each hemisphere is measured.
Our analysis applies equally well to the lepton+jets and the dilepton channels (not shown).

arising from the initial state. Assuming a c.m. energy Q " mt, mt being the top quark
mass, one can employ the hierarchy of scales

Q " mt " !t > "QCD (1)

to establish a factorization theorem for the doubly di#erential top-antitop invariant mass
distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:

d2!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

, M2
t,t̄ # m2 $ m ! % m2 . (2)

The invariant masses M2
t = (

!

i"Xt
pµ

i )2, M2
t̄ = (

!

i"Xt̄

pµ
i )2 depend on a prescription Xt,t̄

which associates final state momenta pµ
i to top and antitop invariant masses, respectively.

For invariant masses in the resonance region the events are characterized by energy deposits
predominantly contained in two back-to-back regions with opening angles mt/Q associated
with the energetic jets or leptons from the top decay plus collinear radiation, and by addi-
tional soft radiation populating the regions between the jets, see Fig. 1. We assume that
the prescriptions Xt,t̄ assign all soft radiation to either M2

t or M2
t̄ where the probability

of radiation being assigned to Xt or Xt̄ increases to unity when it approaches the top or
antitop direction. The result for the double di#erential cross-section in the peak region at
all orders in "s and to leading order in the power expansion in mt"s/Q, m2

t /Q2, !t/mt and
Mt,t̄ # mt is given by [8]

d!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

= !0 HQ(Q, µm)Hm

"

mJ ,
Q

mJ
, µm, µ

#

$

ŝt,t̄ =
M2

t # m2
J

mJ

%

&
&

d#+d##B+

"

ŝt #
Q#+

mJ
, !t, µ

#

B#

"

ŝt̄ #
Q##

mJ
, !t, µ

#

S(#+, ##, µ) . (3)

In Eq. (3) the normalization factor !0 is the total Born-level cross-section, the HQ and Hm

are perturbative coe$cients describing hard e#ects at the scales Q and mJ , B± are pertur-
bative jet functions that describe the evolution and decay of the the top and antitop close
to the mass shell, and S is a nonperturbative soft function describing the soft radiation be-
tween the jets. The result was derived using the hierarchy of scales (1), matching QCD onto
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FIG. 1: Sequence of e!ective field theories used to compute the invariant mass distribution.

where, as indicated, power corrections are suppressed by !sm/Q, m2/Q2, !t/m, or st,t̄/m2.

Here mJ is the short-distance top quark mass we wish to measure, and for convenience we

have defined

ŝt =
st

mJ
=

M2
t ! m2

J

mJ
, ŝt̄ =

st̄

mJ
=

M2
t̄ ! m2

J

mJ
, (4)

where ŝt,t̄ " ! are of natural size in the peak region. In Eq. (3) the normalization factor "0

is the total Born-level cross-section, the HQ and Hm are perturbative coe"cients describing

hard e#ects at the scales Q and mJ , B± are perturbative jet functions that describe the

evolution and decay of the the top and antitop close to the mass shell, and S is a nonpertur-

bative soft function describing the soft radiation between the jets. To sum large logs B± and

S will be evolved to distinct renormalization scales µ, as we discuss in section IIC below.

For the tail region Eq. (3) becomes

d"

dM2
t dM2

t̄

= "0 HQ Hm B+ # B! # Spart + O
!$QCDQ

st,t̄

"
+ O

!m!s(m)

Q
,
m2

Q2
,
!t

m

"
, (5)

so the only changes are that the soft-function S = Spart(#+, #!, µ) becomes calculable, and

we have an additional O($QCDQ/st,t̄) nonperturbative correction from the power expansion

of the soft-function which we will include in our analysis. The result in Eq. (3) was derived

by matching QCD onto the Soft Collinear E#ective Theory(SCET) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] which

in turn was matched onto Heavy Quark E#ective Theory(HQET) [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]

generalized for unstable particles [14, 15, 16, 17] as illustrated in Fig. 1. The decoupling of

perturbative and nonperturbative e#ects into the B± jet functions and the S soft function

was achieved through a factorization theorem in SCET and HQET, aspects of which are

similar to factorization for massless event shapes [18, 19, 20, 21]. The result in Eq. (3) is an

event shape distribution for massive particles, and can be used to determine common event

shapes such as thrust or jet-mass distributions. Note that a subset of our results can also
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after summing over the collinear states:

Jn(Qr+
n ! m2, m) =

!1

2!Q
Disc

!

d4x eirn·x "0|T{"n,Q(0)/̂̄n"n(x)}|0# ,

Jn̄(Qr!n̄ ! m2, m) =
1

2!Q
Disc

!

d4x eirn̄·x "0|T{"̄n̄(x)/̂n"n̄,!Q(0)}|0# . (82)

The collinear fields in the SCET jet functions Jn and Jn̄ are defined with zero-bin sub-

tractions [54], which avoids double counting with the soft-function. Using Eq.(81) and

performing all the remaining integrals in the cross-section of Eq.(78) we arrive at the SCET

result for double di!erential hemisphere invariant mass cross-section

d2#

dM2
t dM2

t̄

= #0 HQ(Q, µ) M(m, µ) (83)

$
! "

!"

d$+d$! Jn(st ! Q$+, m, µ)Jn̄(st̄ ! Q$!, m, µ)Shemi($
+, $!, µ, m) ,

where the hard function HQ(Q, µ) = |C(Q, µ)|2. Here the hemisphere soft function in SCET

is defined by

Shemi($
+, $!, µ, m) =

1

Nc

"

Xs

%($+ ! k+a
s )%($! ! k!b

s )"0|Y n̄ Yn(0)|Xs#"Xs|Y †
n Y

†

n̄(0)|0# . (84)

At tree level for stable top quarks HQ = 1, Jn(st) = %(st), Jn̄(st̄) = %(st̄), and Shemi($+, $!) =

%($+)%($!), and integrating Eq. (83) over st and st̄ gives the total tree-level Born cross-section

#0. This provides a check for the normalization of Eq. (83). The argument m on the soft-

function in Eq. (84) and M(m, µ) in Eq. (83) account for massive top-quark bubbles that

are perturbative and start at O(&2
s(m)) [71, 72, 73]. Note that Eq. (83) extends the SCET

computation of the massless dijet cross-section in Ref. [34, 57] to all orders in perturbation

theory for the jet-functions.

In the factorization theorem in Eq. (83) the jet-functions Jn and Jn̄ describe the dynamics

of the top and antitop jets. In the next section we will see that these jet functions can be

computed in perturbation theory and at the tree level are just Breit-Wigner distributions.

The soft matrix elements "0|Y †
nYn̄(0)|Xs#"Xs|Ỹ †

n̄ Ỹn(0)|0#, on the other hand, depends on the

scale "QCD, and thus the soft function Shemi($+, $!) is governed by non-perturbative QCD

e!ects. The momentum variables $± represent the light cone momentum of the soft particles

in each of the two hemispheres, and Shemi($+, $!) describes the distribution of soft final state

radiation. Eq. (83) already demonstrates that the invariant mass spectrum for unstable top

quarks is not a Breit-Wigner function even at tree level because the convolution with the

soft function Shemi modifies the observed distribution. The e!ects of the convolution on the

observable invariant mass distribution are discussed in Sec. IV.

To sum large logs in Eq. (83) the SCET production current can be run from µ = Q

down to µ = m, which then characterizes the typical virtuality of the collinear degrees of
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Final factorization

that are consistent for both the peak and tail regions, and carry out detailed calculations of

perturbative quantities in the factorization theorem. We verify that the matching conditions

which define the Wilson coe!cients at the scales Q and m are infrared safe, compute one-

loop perturbative corrections to the matrix elements, and carry out the next-to-leading-log

renormalization group summation of large logs. For the peak region these are logs between

the scales Q, m, ", and #QCD, while away from the peak they are between Q2, m2, and the

variables M2
t ! m2

t and M2
t̄ ! m2

t described below.

As an observable sensitive to the top mass, we considered in Ref. [2] the double di$erential

invariant mass distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:

d2!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

, M2
t,t̄ ! m2 " m " # m2 , (1)

where

M2
t =

! "

i!Xt

pµ
i

#2
, M2

t̄ =
! "

i!Xt̄

pµ
i

#2
. (2)

Here Xt and Xt̄ represent a prescription to associate final state hadronic four momenta to

top and antitop invariant masses respectively. For simplicity we call Xt,t̄ the top and antitop

jets, and Mt,t̄ the invariant mass of the top and antitop jets respectively. The distribution

in Eq. (1) has a width " " "t + Q#QCD/m which can be larger than the top quark width

"t. The restriction M2
t,t̄ !m2 " m " # m2 defines the peak region, which is the region most

sensitive to the top quark mass m. Here the dynamics is characterized by energy deposits

contained predominantly in two back-to-back regions of the detector with opening angles of

order m/Q associated with the energetic jets or leptons coming from the top and antitop

decays, plus collinear radiation. The region between the top decay jets is populated by soft

particles, whose momentum is assigned to one of M2
t or M2

t̄ . The tail region is defined by

invariant masses starting just past the peak where the cross-section begins to fall o$ rapidly,

namely where m2 $ M2
t,t̄ ! m2 and either M2

t,t̄ ! m2 >" m " or M2
t,t̄ ! m2 $ m ". Farther

out, when M2
t,t̄!m2 " m2, we have an ultra-tail region where the cross-section is very small.

We do not consider the region where M2
t,t̄ " Qm. The observable in Eq. (1) in the peak and

tail regions is the main focus of our analysis. We also briefly consider the cross-section in

the ultra-tail region.

The result for the double di$erential cross-section in the peak region to all orders in "s

is given by [2]

d!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

= !0 HQ(Q, µm)Hm
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FIG. 1: Sequence of e!ective field theories used to compute the invariant mass distribution.

where, as indicated, power corrections are suppressed by !sm/Q, m2/Q2, !t/m, or st,t̄/m2.

Here mJ is the short-distance top quark mass we wish to measure, and for convenience we

have defined

ŝt =
st

mJ
=

M2
t ! m2

J

mJ
, ŝt̄ =

st̄

mJ
=

M2
t̄ ! m2

J

mJ
, (4)

where ŝt,t̄ " ! are of natural size in the peak region. In Eq. (3) the normalization factor "0

is the total Born-level cross-section, the HQ and Hm are perturbative coe"cients describing

hard e#ects at the scales Q and mJ , B± are perturbative jet functions that describe the

evolution and decay of the the top and antitop close to the mass shell, and S is a nonpertur-

bative soft function describing the soft radiation between the jets. To sum large logs B± and

S will be evolved to distinct renormalization scales µ, as we discuss in section IIC below.

For the tail region Eq. (3) becomes

d"

dM2
t dM2

t̄

= "0 HQ Hm B+ # B! # Spart + O
!$QCDQ

st,t̄

"
+ O

!m!s(m)

Q
,
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Q2
,
!t

m

"
, (5)

so the only changes are that the soft-function S = Spart(#+, #!, µ) becomes calculable, and

we have an additional O($QCDQ/st,t̄) nonperturbative correction from the power expansion

of the soft-function which we will include in our analysis. The result in Eq. (3) was derived

by matching QCD onto the Soft Collinear E#ective Theory(SCET) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] which

in turn was matched onto Heavy Quark E#ective Theory(HQET) [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]

generalized for unstable particles [14, 15, 16, 17] as illustrated in Fig. 1. The decoupling of

perturbative and nonperturbative e#ects into the B± jet functions and the S soft function

was achieved through a factorization theorem in SCET and HQET, aspects of which are

similar to factorization for massless event shapes [18, 19, 20, 21]. The result in Eq. (3) is an

event shape distribution for massive particles, and can be used to determine common event

shapes such as thrust or jet-mass distributions. Note that a subset of our results can also
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that are consistent for both the peak and tail regions, and carry out detailed calculations of

perturbative quantities in the factorization theorem. We verify that the matching conditions

which define the Wilson coe!cients at the scales Q and m are infrared safe, compute one-

loop perturbative corrections to the matrix elements, and carry out the next-to-leading-log

renormalization group summation of large logs. For the peak region these are logs between

the scales Q, m, ", and #QCD, while away from the peak they are between Q2, m2, and the

variables M2
t ! m2

t and M2
t̄ ! m2

t described below.

As an observable sensitive to the top mass, we considered in Ref. [2] the double di$erential

invariant mass distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:
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Here Xt and Xt̄ represent a prescription to associate final state hadronic four momenta to

top and antitop invariant masses respectively. For simplicity we call Xt,t̄ the top and antitop

jets, and Mt,t̄ the invariant mass of the top and antitop jets respectively. The distribution

in Eq. (1) has a width " " "t + Q#QCD/m which can be larger than the top quark width

"t. The restriction M2
t,t̄ !m2 " m " # m2 defines the peak region, which is the region most

sensitive to the top quark mass m. Here the dynamics is characterized by energy deposits

contained predominantly in two back-to-back regions of the detector with opening angles of

order m/Q associated with the energetic jets or leptons coming from the top and antitop

decays, plus collinear radiation. The region between the top decay jets is populated by soft

particles, whose momentum is assigned to one of M2
t or M2

t̄ . The tail region is defined by

invariant masses starting just past the peak where the cross-section begins to fall o$ rapidly,

namely where m2 $ M2
t,t̄ ! m2 and either M2

t,t̄ ! m2 >" m " or M2
t,t̄ ! m2 $ m ". Farther

out, when M2
t,t̄!m2 " m2, we have an ultra-tail region where the cross-section is very small.

We do not consider the region where M2
t,t̄ " Qm. The observable in Eq. (1) in the peak and

tail regions is the main focus of our analysis. We also briefly consider the cross-section in

the ultra-tail region.

The result for the double di$erential cross-section in the peak region to all orders in "s

is given by [2]
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FIG. 4: One-loop vertex corrections in QCD.

is the result for Fig. 4a. The form of the residue term is required to ensure consistency with

physical S-matrix elements. We work in the limit !2 ! m2 ! Q2. The QCD amplitude is
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where for simplicity we use the shorthand notation !2 and Q2 for !2 + i0 and Q2 + i0,

respectively. For the SCET computation we have the graphs in Fig. 5 which are evaluated

in Eqs. (A5,A6) of Appendix A with non-zero !2 = p2 $m2 and !̄2 = p̄2 $m2. The sum of

collinear and soft vertex graphs, wavefunction contribution, and residue is V5a + V5b + V5c +

"µ
i (Z! $ 1) + "µ

i (R! $ 1). For !̄ = ! > 0 and again taking the limit !2 ! m2 ! Q2 we

obtain

"p, p̄|Jµ
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The remaining divergences in Eq. (87) are canceled by the current counterterm ZC$1 giving

Zc = 1 $ !sCF
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. (88)

The running generated by Zc sums ln2 µ terms and falls in case 2) as defined in section III.

The renormalized amplitude in SCET then reads
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Subtracting Eq. (89) from (86) all dependence on the IR scales m and ! cancels. This is

an explicit demonstration that at one-loop massive SCET has the same IR structure as in
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FIG. 5: One-loop vertex and self-energy corrections in massive SCET. Gluons with a line through

them are collinear, while those without are soft. The soft gluon wavefunction renormalization
graph vanishes in Feynman gauge and is not shown.

QCD. Evaluating the di!erence at the scale µ = µQ gives the matching condition of the

current Wilson coe"cient,

C(Q, µQ) = 1 +
!sCF
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! ln2
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As expected from the limit Q " m the matching condition is mass-independent and there

are no large logarithms for µQ # Q.

The result in Eq. (90) is independent of the choice of the IR regulator and should therefore

agree with the matching conditions for the massless quark production current. In Ref. [18]

the matching coe"cient was computed using on-shell massless quarks, and Eq. (90) agrees

with their result. With the regulator used in Ref. [18] the SCET diagrams are scaleless and

vanish in dimensional regularization. To see more explicitly how the massless computation

gives the same matching coe"cient we repeat the previous computation with an o!shellness

p2 = p̄2 " m2, where Q2 " p2 = p̄2. For this case the renormalized one loop QCD amplitude

is
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and from Eqs. (A5) and (A6) the renormalized amplitude in SCET has the form
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µ
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(92)

To obtain Eq. (92) the current counterterm in ZC from Eq. (88) was used. Taking the

di!erence of Eqs. (91) and (92) gives exactly Eq. (90), as expected.

The imaginary parts in C(Q, µQ) and the Z-factor in Eq.(88) arise from real QCD inter-

mediate states in the QCD vertex diagram that are not accounted for in the corresponding

SCET diagrams. These SCET graphs account only for fluctuations associated to sectors for

the n and n̄ directions, while the QCD diagrams do not have such a restriction. Note that

the complex Z-factor also means that the anomalous dimension #C is complex. However,
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SCET

only |C|2 appears in the factorization theorem in Eq. (3) and so the complex phase cancels.

This treatment is consistent because in the derivation of the factorization theorem the part

of the phase space integration encoded in the sum over the n and n̄ directions is carried

out explicitly prior to the formulation of the jet and soft functions in SCET. The matching

coe!cient appearing in the factorization theorem therefore reads

HQ(Q, µQ) = |C(Q, µQ)|2 = 1 +
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To evolve the Wilson coe!cient to lower scales we need to solve the RG equation in

Eq. (53). The anomalous dimensions are obtained from Zc in Eq. (88) and µd/dµ !s =

!2# !s + $(!s),

%c(µ) = !Z!1
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d
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Comparing this result to Eq. (54) we find "
HQ

0 = !8CF and %
HQ

0 = !12CF for the coe!cients

discussed in section IIID. Also "HQ
[!s] = !2"cusp[!s] and so "

HQ

1 = !2"cusp
1 . The solution

for the evolution factor is

UHQ
(Q, µQ, µ) = eK0
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Q
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, (95)

where &0 = &0(µ, µQ) and K0 = K0(µ, µQ) are determined at NLL order using Eq. (85) for

“&” and “K”. At LL order the solutions are

&LL
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4CF

$0
ln r , KLL
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16"CF

$2
0

(r ! 1 ! r ln r)
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with r = !s(µ)/!s(µQ). Note that solving the RG-equation directly for C(Q, µ) leads to an

extra phase factor,

C(Q, µ) =
%

HQ(Q, µ)

!
!s(µ)

!s(µQ)

$2"i
CF
!0

, (97)

which does not, however, appear in the physical cross section. It’s origin is the same as for

the phase contained in the current matching condition C(Q, µQ).

B. SCET Jet Functions and their Running

In this section we compute the SCET jet functions Jn and Jn̄, defined in Eq. (19),

perturbatively to O(!s). Due to charge conjugation symmetry, the results for Jn and Jn̄

are identical, so for simplicity we focus on the former. The purpose of the calculation is

two-fold. First we determine the renormalization factor ZJn, the anomalous dimension %Jn

and evolution kernel UJn for the jet function. Second, the renormalized jet function at the
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which does not, however, appear in the physical cross section. It’s origin is the same as for

the phase contained in the current matching condition C(Q, µQ).

B. SCET Jet Functions and their Running

In this section we compute the SCET jet functions Jn and Jn̄, defined in Eq. (19),

perturbatively to O(!s). Due to charge conjugation symmetry, the results for Jn and Jn̄

are identical, so for simplicity we focus on the former. The purpose of the calculation is

two-fold. First we determine the renormalization factor ZJn, the anomalous dimension %Jn

and evolution kernel UJn for the jet function. Second, the renormalized jet function at the
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that are consistent for both the peak and tail regions, and carry out detailed calculations of

perturbative quantities in the factorization theorem. We verify that the matching conditions

which define the Wilson coe!cients at the scales Q and m are infrared safe, compute one-

loop perturbative corrections to the matrix elements, and carry out the next-to-leading-log

renormalization group summation of large logs. For the peak region these are logs between

the scales Q, m, ", and #QCD, while away from the peak they are between Q2, m2, and the

variables M2
t ! m2

t and M2
t̄ ! m2

t described below.

As an observable sensitive to the top mass, we considered in Ref. [2] the double di$erential

invariant mass distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:
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Here Xt and Xt̄ represent a prescription to associate final state hadronic four momenta to

top and antitop invariant masses respectively. For simplicity we call Xt,t̄ the top and antitop

jets, and Mt,t̄ the invariant mass of the top and antitop jets respectively. The distribution

in Eq. (1) has a width " " "t + Q#QCD/m which can be larger than the top quark width

"t. The restriction M2
t,t̄ !m2 " m " # m2 defines the peak region, which is the region most

sensitive to the top quark mass m. Here the dynamics is characterized by energy deposits

contained predominantly in two back-to-back regions of the detector with opening angles of

order m/Q associated with the energetic jets or leptons coming from the top and antitop

decays, plus collinear radiation. The region between the top decay jets is populated by soft

particles, whose momentum is assigned to one of M2
t or M2

t̄ . The tail region is defined by

invariant masses starting just past the peak where the cross-section begins to fall o$ rapidly,

namely where m2 $ M2
t,t̄ ! m2 and either M2

t,t̄ ! m2 >" m " or M2
t,t̄ ! m2 $ m ". Farther

out, when M2
t,t̄!m2 " m2, we have an ultra-tail region where the cross-section is very small.

We do not consider the region where M2
t,t̄ " Qm. The observable in Eq. (1) in the peak and

tail regions is the main focus of our analysis. We also briefly consider the cross-section in

the ultra-tail region.

The result for the double di$erential cross-section in the peak region to all orders in "s

is given by [2]
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FIG. 6: SCET graphs for the one-loop top quark jet function. Dashed lines are n-collinear quarks
and springs are n-collinear gluons.

scale µm ! m is needed to determine the matching condition of the bHQET jet function,

which we work out in Sec. VB below. Since both running and matching do not depend on

infrared e!ects below m we are free to do the computations for stable top quarks. Thus in

this section we set the electroweak gauge coupling to zero and neglect finite lifetime e!ects.

From Eq. (19), the tree-level jet function is simply given by the imaginary part of the

collinear propagator:

Jn(s, m, " = 0, µ)
!!!
tree

= !(s). (98)

At one loop, the jet functions are given by the imaginary part of the diagrams shown in

Fig. 6, and results for the individual graphs are summarized in Appendix A. We will consider

the one-loop jet function with and without expanding in s " m2.

Prior to taking the imaginary part the tree level graph plus the sum of one-loop graphs

from Eq. (A10) give

Jtree+J6a+J6b+J6c+J6d+J6e+J6f (99)
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where s = s+ i0 and !m = mpole#m. Hence in the pole mass scheme !m = 0. The one-loop

massive jet function Jn also appears in the computation for B $ Xc%&̄ in the endpoint

region studied in Ref. [75]. Identifying the combination n+ ·pu! in Ref. [75] with our variable
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FIG. 6: SCET graphs for the one-loop top quark jet function. Dashed lines are n-collinear quarks
and springs are n-collinear gluons.

scale µm ! m is needed to determine the matching condition of the bHQET jet function,

which we work out in Sec. VB below. Since both running and matching do not depend on

infrared e!ects below m we are free to do the computations for stable top quarks. Thus in

this section we set the electroweak gauge coupling to zero and neglect finite lifetime e!ects.

From Eq. (19), the tree-level jet function is simply given by the imaginary part of the

collinear propagator:

Jn(s, m, " = 0, µ)
!!!
tree

= !(s). (98)

At one loop, the jet functions are given by the imaginary part of the diagrams shown in

Fig. 6, and results for the individual graphs are summarized in Appendix A. We will consider

the one-loop jet function with and without expanding in s " m2.

Prior to taking the imaginary part the tree level graph plus the sum of one-loop graphs

from Eq. (A10) give
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where s = s+ i0 and !m = mpole#m. Hence in the pole mass scheme !m = 0. The one-loop

massive jet function Jn also appears in the computation for B $ Xc%&̄ in the endpoint

region studied in Ref. [75]. Identifying the combination n+ ·pu! in Ref. [75] with our variable
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FIG. 9: bHQET graphs for the top quark jet function.

that does not, however, appear in the cross section. 8 The origin of this phase, and the

reason it drops out of the final predictions, is the same as for the SCET current Wilson

coe!cient discussed in Sec. IVA.

B. bHQET Jet functions Matching and Running

In this subsection we determine the bHQET jet functions B± defined in Eq. (21) at O(!s),

obtaining one-loop corrections to the Breit-Wigner distributions in Eq. (28). The results for

B+ and B! are identical by charge conjugation. We also determine the bHQET jet function

renormalization factor ZB, the jet anomalous dimension "B, the NLL evolution kernel UB,

and finally B± at NLL order. By comparing the jet functions in bHQET and SCET we

confirm that their IR divergences agree. Finally, we demonstrate that the matching condition

for Hm(m, µQ), already obtained for the top-antitop currents in Eq. (132), is reproduced by

jet function matching. This is a reflection of the statement that we have the same soft

function in the SCET and bHQET theories to O(!s). Thus the soft function computations

in sections IVC and IVD apply equally well for bHQET.

For the computation it is convenient to use the formulae from Sec. II B which determine

the jet function for the unstable top quark from the results for a stable bHQET theory. To

do this one can either use the relation Eq. (33) which shifts the invariant mass variable into

the complex plane, or use the convolution relation in Eq. (37).

The bHQET jet functions are given by the imaginary part of the vacuum matrix elements

B± defined in Eq. (22). At tree level they are just given by the the HQET propagator,

B±(ŝ, "t = 0) = ! 1

#m

1

ŝ + i0
. (137)

At one loop the diagrams contributing to the vacuum matrix elements B± are shown in

Fig. (9). Results for individual graphs are given in the appendix. The sum of the one-loop

8 It is interesting to note that the result in Eq. (136) can be obtained from running the heavy-to-heavy

current in HQET [8], analytically continuing to the production region [78], and expanding in m/Q.
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FIG. 9: bHQET graphs for the top quark jet function.
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As discussed already in Sec. III B the current renormalization constant contains a term

ln(m/Q)/! with a coe!cient that agrees with the coe!cient of the ln(µ/Q)/! term in

the renormalization constant of the SCET current in Eq. (88). Also, the anomalous di-

mension of the bHQET current only exhibits single 1/! poles and thus sums only single

ln(µ) contributions. Although this running sums double logarithmic terms of the form

["s(µ) ln(m/Q) ln(µ/m)]k, it formally belongs to class 1).

From the di"erence of the renormalized bHQET amplitude, !p, p̄|ZCmJ
µ
i |0", and the

renormalized SCET amplitude in Eq. (89), we obtain the bHQET current matching condi-

tions at the scale µm:

Cm(m, µm) = 1 +
"sCF

4#

!
ln2 µ2

m

m2
+ ln

µ2
m

m2
+ 4 +

#2

6

"
. (131)

The matching coe!cient Hm(m, µm) = |Cm(m, µm)|2 that appears in the factorization the-

orem reads

Hm(m, µm) = 1 +
"sCF

2#

!
ln2 µ2

m

m2
+ ln

µ2
m

m2
+ 4 +

#2

6

"
. (132)

This matching result only depends on the parameter m, and at the scale µm # m there are

no large logarithms in Hm(m, µm).

The anomalous dimension is obtained from ZCm using Eq. (68) and gives

$Cm(µ) = $Z!1
Cm

(µ) µ
d

dµ
ZCm(µ) =

"sCF

#

#
ln

$Q2 $ i0

m2
$ 1

$
,

$Hm(µ) = $Cm(µ) + $Cm(µ)" =
"sCF

4#

#
8 ln

Q2

m2
$ 8

$
. (133)

Comparing this result to Eq. (64) we find #Hm
0 = $8CF , $Hm

0 = $8CF , and infer #Hm
1 =

$2#cusp
1 for the coe!cients discussed in section IIID. The solution for the evolution factor

for the mass scale coe!cient Hm in Eq. (65) reads

UHm

%Q

m
, µm, µ

&
= eK00

%m2

Q2

&!0

, (134)

where at NLL order we use the expressions in Eq. (85) for %0 = %0(µ, µm) and K00 =

K00(µ, µm). At LL order we have

KLL
00 (µ, µm) =

4CF

&0
ln

#
"s(µ)

"s(µm)

$
, (135)

and just as in the running with UHQ
, %LL

0 (µ, µm) = (4CF/&0) ln["s(µ)/"s(µm)]. Note that

as in the case of the SCET current the RGE solution for the current Wilson coe!cient

Cm(m, µQ, µ) contains an extra phase factor,

Cm(m, µ) =
'

Hm(m, µ)

#
"s(µ)

"s(µm)

$2"i
CF
!0

, (136)
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that are consistent for both the peak and tail regions, and carry out detailed calculations of

perturbative quantities in the factorization theorem. We verify that the matching conditions

which define the Wilson coe!cients at the scales Q and m are infrared safe, compute one-

loop perturbative corrections to the matrix elements, and carry out the next-to-leading-log

renormalization group summation of large logs. For the peak region these are logs between

the scales Q, m, ", and #QCD, while away from the peak they are between Q2, m2, and the

variables M2
t ! m2

t and M2
t̄ ! m2

t described below.

As an observable sensitive to the top mass, we considered in Ref. [2] the double di$erential

invariant mass distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:

d2!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

, M2
t,t̄ ! m2 " m " # m2 , (1)

where

M2
t =

! "

i!Xt

pµ
i

#2
, M2

t̄ =
! "

i!Xt̄

pµ
i

#2
. (2)

Here Xt and Xt̄ represent a prescription to associate final state hadronic four momenta to

top and antitop invariant masses respectively. For simplicity we call Xt,t̄ the top and antitop

jets, and Mt,t̄ the invariant mass of the top and antitop jets respectively. The distribution

in Eq. (1) has a width " " "t + Q#QCD/m which can be larger than the top quark width

"t. The restriction M2
t,t̄ !m2 " m " # m2 defines the peak region, which is the region most

sensitive to the top quark mass m. Here the dynamics is characterized by energy deposits

contained predominantly in two back-to-back regions of the detector with opening angles of

order m/Q associated with the energetic jets or leptons coming from the top and antitop

decays, plus collinear radiation. The region between the top decay jets is populated by soft

particles, whose momentum is assigned to one of M2
t or M2

t̄ . The tail region is defined by

invariant masses starting just past the peak where the cross-section begins to fall o$ rapidly,

namely where m2 $ M2
t,t̄ ! m2 and either M2

t,t̄ ! m2 >" m " or M2
t,t̄ ! m2 $ m ". Farther

out, when M2
t,t̄!m2 " m2, we have an ultra-tail region where the cross-section is very small.

We do not consider the region where M2
t,t̄ " Qm. The observable in Eq. (1) in the peak and

tail regions is the main focus of our analysis. We also briefly consider the cross-section in

the ultra-tail region.

The result for the double di$erential cross-section in the peak region to all orders in "s

is given by [2]

d!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

= !0 HQ(Q, µm)Hm

!
mJ ,

Q

mJ
, µm, µ

#

%
$

d#+d#"B+

!
ŝt !

Q#+

mJ
, "t, µ

#
B"

!
ŝt̄ !

Q#"

mJ
, "t, µ

#
S(#+, #", µ)

+ O
!m"s(m)

Q

#
+ O

!m2

Q2

#
+ O

!"t

m

#
+ O

!st, st̄

m2

#
, (3)
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where the boosted HQET current is

Jµ
i (µ) = Cm(m, µ)Jµ

bHQET(µ) , (26)

with

Jµ
bHQET = (h̄v+Wn)Y †

n !µ
i Yn̄(W

†
n̄hv!) . (27)

The soft Wilson lines Y in this current are the same as those used in the SCET soft function.

The only distinction is that soft gluons in bHQET no longer couple to massive top-bubbles.

Due to the large width of the top quarks the B± jet functions can be computed in

perturbation theory. At tree level they are Breit-Wigner distributions

Btree
± (ŝ, !t) = Im

!
Btree
± (ŝ, !t)

"
= Im

#
!1

!m

1

ŝ + i!t

$
=

1

!m

!t

ŝ2 + !2
t

, (28)

where we have adopted a normalization such that
% +!

"!

ds Btree
± (ŝ, !t) = 1 . (29)

The Wilson coe"cients in the factorization theorem in Eq. (3) are also normalized to unity

at tree level, HQ = 1 and Hm = 1.

B. Factorization of Lifetime E!ects and Soft Function Models

The leading order bHQET Lagrangian is

L± = h̄v±

&
iv± · D± ! "m +

i

2
!t

'
hv± . (30)

In light-cone coordinates, (+,!,"), we have vµ
+ = (m/Q, Q/m, 0) and vµ

" = (Q/m, m/Q, 0)

and gluons/residual momenta scaling as Dµ
+ # !(m/Q, Q/m, 1) and Dµ

" # !(Q/m, m/Q, 1).

Unlike standard HQET, the ultracollinear gluon fields in bHQET are defined with zero-bin

subtractions [55] for the soft region. In Eq. (30) !t is a Wilson coe"cient obtained by

matching to the full theory and is equal to the top quark total width. This is true to leading

order in electroweak interactions, to O(m2/Q2) and O(!/m) in the power counting, and to

all orders in #s.3 Finally,

"m = mpole ! m (31)

3 Concerning the m/Q expansion this is true because for Q $ m the hemisphere mass definition is inclusive

in the top and antitop decay products up to O(m2/Q2) corrections [2]. Concerning the !/m expansion

this is related to the fact that finite lifetime corrections are related to o"-shell corrections that are ŝ/m-

suppressed [58]. Concerning the !s expansion this can be seen by carrying out the matching with free

quark states and noting that the full theory computation of t % bW gives the total rate. Now only the

operator of interest (i!t/2)h̄vhv allows for decays in the e"ective theory, but it corresponds to a conserved

current and so does not get renormalized [8].
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• HQET Lagrangian determines dynamics of top-jet functions B:
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is the residual mass term that fixes the top quark mass definition m that is used in the

HQET computations. It needs to be consistent with the bHQET power counting [2],

!m ! ŝt ! ŝt̄ ! ! , (32)

can be computed perturbatively, and is UV- and IR-finite. Note that the way in which

Eq. (30) will be used is to compute a jet-function where the width smears over a set of states

of invariant mass m!t " "2
QCD. Thus, for our analysis there are no "QCD/!t corrections to

Eq. (30), just corrections of O("QCD/m).

In Eq. (21) the jet functions B± are expressed in terms of the imaginary part of vacuum

matrix elements B± in Eq. (22). From L± it is straightforward to see that B± can be

obtained from the imaginary part of the vacuum matrix element B!=0
± for (fictitious) stable

top quarks by shifting the energy variable ŝ # ŝ + i !t,

B±(ŝ, !t, µ) = Im
!
B±(ŝ, !t, µ)

"

= Im
!
B!=0
± (ŝ+i !t, µ)

"
, (33)

Here we defined results for stable top quarks, namely the jet function B!=0
± (ŝ, µ) $

B±(ŝ, 0, µ), and a vacuum matrix element B!=0
± (ŝ, µ) $ B±(ŝ, 0, µ). They are related by

B!=0
± (ŝ, µ) = Im

!
B!=0
± (ŝ, µ)

"
, (34)

and we will refer to B!=0
± as the stable jet function in what follows. The result in Eq. (33)

is in complete analogy to the relation between the production rate of top quark pairs in the

nonrelativistic threshold region, Ec.m. % 2m, where the leading order finite lifetime e#ects

can be implemented by the shift Ec.m. # Ec.m. + i !t prior to taking the imaginary part of

the e+e! # e+e! forward scattering matrix element [16].

To separate the di#erent physical e#ects in the cross section it is convenient to derive a

factorization theorem for the leading order finite lifetime e#ects to all orders in "s. To do

so we define the function

g(x) $ & i

2
B!=0
± (x, µ) = & i

2
B±(x, 0, µ) . (35)

It is analytic everywhere in the complex x-plane, except along the positive real axis, x ' 0,

where the vacuum matrix elements B!=0
± , defined using Eq. (22) with !t = 0, has a cut

for intermediate states having invariant masses larger than the top quark mass. Using the

residue theorem for a contour that envelops the cut, it is then straightforward to derive the

dispersion relation

g(a) =
1

2#i

# "

0

dx
Disc[g(x)]

x & a
, (36)
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• EFT power counting defines the “top resonance” mass schemes:
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is the residual mass term that fixes the top quark mass definition m that is used in the
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• Peak is perturbatively more stable in top resonance mass 
scheme compared to pole mass scheme.
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FIG. 10: (a) The bHQET jet function mB±(ŝ,!t, µ) as a function of ŝ at tree level (black long
dashed line) and O(!s) in the pole mass scheme (green short dashed lines) and the jet mass scheme

(red solid lines) for µ = 2 (lower lines) and 5 GeV (upper lines). (b) Imaginary part of mB±(ŝ, 0, µ)
in the pole mass scheme for µ = 2 GeV plotted in the complex ŝ-plane. Solid green lines indicate
Re(ŝ) = 0 or Im(ŝ) = 0 in the plane where Im(mB±) = 0. For the strong coupling we used

!s = 0.262, 0.203 for µ = 2, 5 GeV.

in the corrections of the jet function. Using Eq. (31) the one-loop relation between the pole

and jet mass mJ is:

mNLO
J (µ) = mpole ! Lm

!s(µ) CF

"

!
ln

" µ

Lm

#
+

3

2

$
. (162)

We can also derive a LL result for the running jet-mass. From the NLO #mJ in Eq. (161)

we can compute a renormalization group equation for mJ(µ), whose LL solution is

mLL
J (µ) = mJ(µ0) + Lm

2CF

$0
ln

%
!s(µ)

!s(µ0)

&
. (163)

To verify that this result contains all the leading-logs, we use Eq. (152) to determine (B!=0
+ )LL

with evolution from µ1 up to µ. Using the LL jet function in Eq. (152) and solving Eq.(157)

without expanding in #m, we find a solution #m(µ, µ1) that contains all leading-logs between

µ1 and µ. Then by taking mLL
J (µ) = mJ(µ0) + #m(µ0, µ1) ! #m(µ, µ1) we obtain a µ1-

independent result that reproduces exactly Eq. (163). The jet-mass mJ(µ) has a standard

series of [$0!s ln]k terms, and as far as its RG-evolution is concerned behaves very similar

to an MS mass. In particular, this jet-mass is transitive at LL order.

Results for the jet functions are shown in Fig. 10a, where we have plotted mB±(ŝ, !t, µ)

at tree-level (long dashed black line), and at NLO in the pole mass scheme (green short

dashed lines) and in the jet-mass scheme (solid red lines). We take !t = 1.43 GeV. At

O(!s) we use Eq. (141), taking #m = 0 in the pole mass scheme, and taking #mJ with

Lm = 1 GeV from Eq. (161) in the jet-mass scheme. For each O(!s) prediction we show

53
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A. Potential Jet-Mass Definitions and Anomalous Dimensions

In this section we explore three resonance mass-schemes for m. With the notation for !m in Eq. (8) they are defined
by

a)
d

dŝ
B(ŝ, !mpeak, !t, µ)

!

!

!

!

ŝ=0

= 0 , (57)

b)

" R

!"
dŝ ŝ B(ŝ, !mmom, µ) = 0 ,

c) !mJ =
!i

2 B̃(y, µ)

d

dy
B̃(y, µ)

!

!

!

!

y=!ie!!E /R

= e!E
R

2

d

d ln(iy)
ln B̃(y, µ)

!

!

!

!

iye!E =1/R

.

We refer to a), b), c) as the peak-mass, moment-mass, and position-mass respectively. The peak-mass definition uses
the jet function with a non-zero width and satisfies the !m " !t power counting criteria [12]. In b) and c) the schemes
depend on a parameter R, and we must take R " !t in order to satisfy the power counting criteria. Di"erent choices
for R specify di"erent schemes, and are analogous to the di"erence between the MS and MS mass-schemes. All three
schemes in Eq. (57) are free from leading renormalon ambiguities [65]. In the following we will argue that only the
definition in c) is a reasonable scheme for higher order computations. Thus we will only use the name jet-mass for
this position-scheme mass definition.

The definitions in Eq. (57) are all perturbative mass-schemes which stabilize the peak position of the jet function
B(ŝ, !m, !t, µ). In scheme a) the peak position is fixed to all orders in perturbation theory by definition. In scheme
b) we instead fix the first moment, which provides a more local observable that is still sensitive to the peak location.
However, scheme b) still has non-locality induced by the cuto" R on the momentum space moment. A finite R
is necessary due to ultraviolet divergences that occur for R # $. This type of moment divergence is a general
property of functions that have a cusp anomalous dimension (see for example Refs. [66, 67]). If it was not for the
UV divergences then the schemes b) and c) would be equivalent in the limit R # $. In the situation at hand, c)
provides an independent mass scheme definition. A jet-mass definition from c) is explicitly local since it just involves
the position space jet function at a particular position y.

An additional criteria for a reasonable jet-mass scheme is to have a renormalization group evolution that is transitive,
as discussed in Ref. [19]. Transitivity is a well-known feature of the MS mass, and implies that we will obtain the same
result if we evolve directly from µ0 # µ2, or if we first evolve from µ0 # µ1 and then from µ1 # µ2. Transitivity is
guaranteed by any mass-scheme with a consistent anomalous dimension and renormalization group equation. Since
in HQET the scale independent mpole = m(µ) + !m(µ), the general form for the RGE equation for the mass is

µ
d

dµ
m(µ) = "m[R, m(µ), #s(µ)] , "m = !µ

d

dµ
!m(µ) , (58)

where R is a mass dimension-1 scheme parameter. Transitivity of m(µ) is guaranteed by this anomalous dimension
equation, as long as "m is proportional to [m(µ)]kR1!k for some k (and thus, for example, is not a sum of two types
of terms with di"erent powers of k). In the MS scheme k = 1 and the anomalous dimension is proportional to m(µ),
while in all three schemes in Eq. (57) we have k = 0. However, it turns out that the peak-scheme and moment-scheme
do not have consistent anomalous dimension equations of the form in Eq. (58), because there "m’s depend on explicit
powers lnj(µ/!t) and lnj(µ/R) with higher and higher powers of j % 1 occurring for higher orders in #s. These logs
render the moment scheme anomalous dimension equation inconsistent at NLO order, and the peak scheme does not
even have an anomalous dimension equation of the form in (58) at LO order.

In order to illustrate the di"erence between the three schemes in Eq. (57) we first consider the simplified case of
the jet function in the abelian limit, CA # 0 and nf # 0. The all-order result for B̃(y, µ) is given in Eq. (54),
and can be directly used to determine !m in the position-mass scheme. The derivative of the exponential gives back
an exponential which cancels against the 1/B̃(y, µ) in !mJ . Thus the abelian result in the position-mass scheme is
one-loop exact,

!mabelian
J = e!ER

CF #s

$

#

ln
µ

R
+

1

2

$

. (59)

Since for the abelian limit d#s/dµ = 0, the abelian anomalous dimension computed from Eq. (59) is ("J
m)abelian =

!Re!ECF #s/$ to all orders. Thus this position-scheme anomalous dimension has the desired form in Eq. (58). To
compute results for the peak and moment mass-schemes we need the abelian jet function in momentum space, B(ŝ, µ).

• Some“top resonance” mass schemes:
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that are consistent for both the peak and tail regions, and carry out detailed calculations of

perturbative quantities in the factorization theorem. We verify that the matching conditions

which define the Wilson coe!cients at the scales Q and m are infrared safe, compute one-

loop perturbative corrections to the matrix elements, and carry out the next-to-leading-log

renormalization group summation of large logs. For the peak region these are logs between

the scales Q, m, ", and #QCD, while away from the peak they are between Q2, m2, and the

variables M2
t ! m2

t and M2
t̄ ! m2

t described below.

As an observable sensitive to the top mass, we considered in Ref. [2] the double di$erential

invariant mass distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:

d2!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

, M2
t,t̄ ! m2 " m " # m2 , (1)

where

M2
t =

! "

i!Xt

pµ
i

#2
, M2

t̄ =
! "

i!Xt̄

pµ
i

#2
. (2)

Here Xt and Xt̄ represent a prescription to associate final state hadronic four momenta to

top and antitop invariant masses respectively. For simplicity we call Xt,t̄ the top and antitop

jets, and Mt,t̄ the invariant mass of the top and antitop jets respectively. The distribution

in Eq. (1) has a width " " "t + Q#QCD/m which can be larger than the top quark width

"t. The restriction M2
t,t̄ !m2 " m " # m2 defines the peak region, which is the region most

sensitive to the top quark mass m. Here the dynamics is characterized by energy deposits

contained predominantly in two back-to-back regions of the detector with opening angles of

order m/Q associated with the energetic jets or leptons coming from the top and antitop

decays, plus collinear radiation. The region between the top decay jets is populated by soft

particles, whose momentum is assigned to one of M2
t or M2

t̄ . The tail region is defined by

invariant masses starting just past the peak where the cross-section begins to fall o$ rapidly,

namely where m2 $ M2
t,t̄ ! m2 and either M2

t,t̄ ! m2 >" m " or M2
t,t̄ ! m2 $ m ". Farther

out, when M2
t,t̄!m2 " m2, we have an ultra-tail region where the cross-section is very small.

We do not consider the region where M2
t,t̄ " Qm. The observable in Eq. (1) in the peak and

tail regions is the main focus of our analysis. We also briefly consider the cross-section in

the ultra-tail region.

The result for the double di$erential cross-section in the peak region to all orders in "s

is given by [2]

d!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

= !0 HQ(Q, µm)Hm

!
mJ ,

Q

mJ
, µm, µ

#

%
$

d#+d#"B+

!
ŝt !

Q#+

mJ
, "t, µ

#
B"

!
ŝt̄ !

Q#"

mJ
, "t, µ

#
S(#+, #", µ)

+ O
!m"s(m)

Q

#
+ O

!m2

Q2

#
+ O

!"t

m

#
+ O

!st, st̄

m2

#
, (3)
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FIG. 15: F(Mt,Mt̄), the di!erential cross-section in units of !0/"2
t , versus Mt and Mt̄. The result

is shown at NLL order.
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FIG. 16: Normalized peak cross-section, F(Mt,Mt) versus Mt. The dashed curves have µ! = 5GeV,
and the solid curves have µ! = 3.3, 7.5GeV. The left panel shows results at LL (lower purple
curves) and NLL (upper red curves) with the jet and #̄ schemes. The center panel shows results

in the jet-mass scheme (red) versus the pole-mass scheme (blue), where in both cases we use the
#̄ scheme. The right panel shows results in the #̄(µ) scheme for the gap parameter (red) versus
the # scheme (magenta), where in both cases we use the jet-mass scheme.

fixed, having in mind that it can be extracted from LEP data. In Fig. 15 we show F at NLL

for our default parameter set as a function of the two invariant mass variables Mt and Mt̄.

The underlying short-distance quark mass is mJ(µ = 2 GeV) = 172 GeV, and the peak of

the cross-section occurs for Mt and Mt̄ values which are ! 2.4 GeV larger. This peak shift

occurs due to the presence of the low energy radiation described by the soft function as dis-

cussed in Ref. [2]. At LO the shift is in the positive direction to Mpeak
t ! mJ +QS[1,0]

mod/(2mJ),

where here S [1,0] =
!

d!+d!! !+Smod(!+, !!) " !QCD is the first moment of the underlying

soft-function model [2]. As described below, this linear behavior with Q/m persists at NLL

order, although the slope is no longer simply S [1,0]
mod. Above the peak one sees in Fig. 15 the

perturbative tails from gluon radiation, and that the tails are largest if we fix one of Mt or

Mt̄ at the peak.
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mJ = Mpeak ! !(!s + · · · )! Q"QCD

m
(1)

"m̄ " !sm̄# ! (2)

d#

d$N
" H $ J1 $ · · ·$ JN $BA $BB $ S (3)

"mt " 100 MeV (4)

e+e! % tt̄X (5)

Q# m# ! > "QCD (6)
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• Clear relation between top 
 mass and peak position
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• A well known event shape;  Thrust:

thrust
 axis

soft particles

n-collinear n-collinear

hemisphere-a hemisphere-b

Figure 1: Six jet event initiated by a top quark pair, tt̄ ! bW b̄W ! bqq!b̄qq!. The plane
separating the two hemispheres is perpendicular to the thrust axis and intersects the thrust
axis at the interaction point. The total invariant mass inside each hemisphere is measured.
Our analysis applies equally well to the lepton+jets and the dilepton channels (not shown).

arising from the initial state. Assuming a c.m. energy Q " mt, mt being the top quark
mass, one can employ the hierarchy of scales

Q " mt " !t > "QCD (1)

to establish a factorization theorem for the doubly di#erential top-antitop invariant mass
distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:

d2!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

, M2
t,t̄ # m2 $ m ! % m2 . (2)

The invariant masses M2
t = (

!

i"Xt
pµ

i )2, M2
t̄ = (

!

i"Xt̄

pµ
i )2 depend on a prescription Xt,t̄

which associates final state momenta pµ
i to top and antitop invariant masses, respectively.

For invariant masses in the resonance region the events are characterized by energy deposits
predominantly contained in two back-to-back regions with opening angles mt/Q associated
with the energetic jets or leptons from the top decay plus collinear radiation, and by addi-
tional soft radiation populating the regions between the jets, see Fig. 1. We assume that
the prescriptions Xt,t̄ assign all soft radiation to either M2

t or M2
t̄ where the probability

of radiation being assigned to Xt or Xt̄ increases to unity when it approaches the top or
antitop direction. The result for the double di#erential cross-section in the peak region at
all orders in "s and to leading order in the power expansion in mt"s/Q, m2

t /Q2, !t/mt and
Mt,t̄ # mt is given by [8]

d!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

= !0 HQ(Q, µm)Hm

"

mJ ,
Q

mJ
, µm, µ

#

$

ŝt,t̄ =
M2

t # m2
J

mJ

%

&
&

d#+d##B+

"

ŝt #
Q#+

mJ
, !t, µ

#

B#

"

ŝt̄ #
Q##

mJ
, !t, µ

#

S(#+, ##, µ) . (3)

In Eq. (3) the normalization factor !0 is the total Born-level cross-section, the HQ and Hm

are perturbative coe$cients describing hard e#ects at the scales Q and mJ , B± are pertur-
bative jet functions that describe the evolution and decay of the the top and antitop close
to the mass shell, and S is a nonperturbative soft function describing the soft radiation be-
tween the jets. The result was derived using the hierarchy of scales (1), matching QCD onto
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Thrust at N3LL with Power Corrections and a Precision Global Fit for !s(mZ)
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition
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Figure 1: Six jet event initiated by a top quark pair, tt̄ ! bW b̄W ! bqq!b̄qq!. The plane
separating the two hemispheres is perpendicular to the thrust axis and intersects the thrust
axis at the interaction point. The total invariant mass inside each hemisphere is measured.
Our analysis applies equally well to the lepton+jets and the dilepton channels (not shown).

arising from the initial state. Assuming a c.m. energy Q " mt, mt being the top quark
mass, one can employ the hierarchy of scales

Q " mt " !t > "QCD (1)

to establish a factorization theorem for the doubly di#erential top-antitop invariant mass
distribution in the peak region around the top resonance:

d2!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

, M2
t,t̄ # m2 $ m ! % m2 . (2)

The invariant masses M2
t = (

!

i"Xt
pµ

i )2, M2
t̄ = (

!

i"Xt̄

pµ
i )2 depend on a prescription Xt,t̄

which associates final state momenta pµ
i to top and antitop invariant masses, respectively.

For invariant masses in the resonance region the events are characterized by energy deposits
predominantly contained in two back-to-back regions with opening angles mt/Q associated
with the energetic jets or leptons from the top decay plus collinear radiation, and by addi-
tional soft radiation populating the regions between the jets, see Fig. 1. We assume that
the prescriptions Xt,t̄ assign all soft radiation to either M2

t or M2
t̄ where the probability

of radiation being assigned to Xt or Xt̄ increases to unity when it approaches the top or
antitop direction. The result for the double di#erential cross-section in the peak region at
all orders in "s and to leading order in the power expansion in mt"s/Q, m2

t /Q2, !t/mt and
Mt,t̄ # mt is given by [8]

d!

dM2
t dM2

t̄

= !0 HQ(Q, µm)Hm

"

mJ ,
Q

mJ
, µm, µ

#

$

ŝt,t̄ =
M2
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J
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&
&
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"
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Q#+

mJ
, !t, µ

#

B#

"

ŝt̄ #
Q##

mJ
, !t, µ

#

S(#+, ##, µ) . (3)

In Eq. (3) the normalization factor !0 is the total Born-level cross-section, the HQ and Hm

are perturbative coe$cients describing hard e#ects at the scales Q and mJ , B± are pertur-
bative jet functions that describe the evolution and decay of the the top and antitop close
to the mass shell, and S is a nonperturbative soft function describing the soft radiation be-
tween the jets. The result was derived using the hierarchy of scales (1), matching QCD onto
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition
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on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition
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the endpoint region, one finds

R(!) =

! !

0

d! ! 1

"0

d"

d! !
= 1 +

2#s

3$

"
!2 ln2 ! ! 3 ln ! + . . .

#
. (3)

Double logarithmic terms of the form #n
s ln2n ! arise from regions of phase space where the

quarks or gluons are soft or collinear. For small enough ! , higher order terms are just as
important as lower order ones and the standard perturbative expansion breaks down. Re-
summation refers to summing a series of contributions of the form #n

s lnm ! for the integral
R(!) or #n

s (lnm"1 !)/! for the di!erential distribution. Leading logarithmic (LL) accuracy is
achieved by summing the tower of logarithms with m = 2n, next-to-leading logarithmic accu-
racy (NLL) also sums the terms with m = 2n ! 1. Resummation at NkLL accuracy, provides
all logarithmic terms with 2n " m " 2n ! 2k + 1, as detailed in Section 2.

The first resummation of event shapes was done by Catani, Trentadue, Turnock and Web-
ber (CTTW) in [12]. Their approach was to define jet functions JC(p2) as the probability
for finding a jet of invariant mass p2 in the event. These can be calculated to NLL by sum-
ming probabilities for successive emissions using the Alterelli-Parisi splitting functions. Each
term in the series that is resummed corresponds to an additional semi-classical radiation. The
splitting functions only account for collinear emissions; to include soft emission, it is common
either to impose some kind of angular ordering constraint to simulate soft coherence e!ects, or
to use more sophisticated probability functions, such as Catani-Seymour dipoles [13]. Except
for [14], none of these approaches has led to a resummation for event shapes beyond NLL.

The approach to resummation of event shapes [15] based on Soft-Collinear E!ective The-
ory (SCET) [16, 17, 18] contrasts sharply with the semi-classical CTTW treatment. The
most important conceptual di!erence is that e!ective field theory works with amplitudes, at
the operator level, instead of probabilities at the level of a di!erential cross-section. Conse-
quently, the resummation comes not from the exponentially decreasing probability for multiple
emissions, but from a solution to renormalization group (RG) equations.

The starting point for the e!ective field theory approach is the factorization formula for
thrust in the 2-jet region,

1

"0

d"2

d!
= H(Q2, µ)

!
dp2

Ldp2
Rdk J(p2

L, µ) J(p2
R, µ) ST (k, µ)%(! !

p2
L + p2

R

Q2
!

k

Q
) , (4)

where H(Q2, µ) is the hard function, J(p2, µ) the jet function, and ST (k, µ) is the soft function
for thrust. Q refers to the center-of-mass energy of the collision, µ is an arbitrary renormaliza-
tion scale, and the born-level cross section "0 appears for normalization. A similar factorization
formula was derived to study top quark jets in [19], and then transformed into this form to
study event shapes in [15]. Factorization properties of event shape variables were also studied
in [20, 21]. The expression (4) is valid to all orders in perturbation theory up to terms which
are power suppressed in the two-jet region ! # 0,

d"

d!
=

d"2

d!

$
1 + O(!)

%
. (5)

The key to the factorization theorem is that near maximum thrust, ! reduces to the sum

2
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition
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s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
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s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition

• Factorization theorem in the two jet region in SCET:

• Event Shapes have been studied for a long time

(Farhi; Korchemsky, Sterman; Tafat; Catani, Trentadue, Turnock,Webber,...)

• More recently revisited with SCET approach.
(Bauer, Lee,Manohar,Wise; Fleming, Hoang,SM,Stewart;Schwartz;...)



the endpoint region, one finds

R(!) =

! !

0

d! ! 1

"0

d"

d! !
= 1 +

2#s

3$

"
!2 ln2 ! ! 3 ln ! + . . .

#
. (3)

Double logarithmic terms of the form #n
s ln2n ! arise from regions of phase space where the

quarks or gluons are soft or collinear. For small enough ! , higher order terms are just as
important as lower order ones and the standard perturbative expansion breaks down. Re-
summation refers to summing a series of contributions of the form #n

s lnm ! for the integral
R(!) or #n

s (lnm"1 !)/! for the di!erential distribution. Leading logarithmic (LL) accuracy is
achieved by summing the tower of logarithms with m = 2n, next-to-leading logarithmic accu-
racy (NLL) also sums the terms with m = 2n ! 1. Resummation at NkLL accuracy, provides
all logarithmic terms with 2n " m " 2n ! 2k + 1, as detailed in Section 2.

The first resummation of event shapes was done by Catani, Trentadue, Turnock and Web-
ber (CTTW) in [12]. Their approach was to define jet functions JC(p2) as the probability
for finding a jet of invariant mass p2 in the event. These can be calculated to NLL by sum-
ming probabilities for successive emissions using the Alterelli-Parisi splitting functions. Each
term in the series that is resummed corresponds to an additional semi-classical radiation. The
splitting functions only account for collinear emissions; to include soft emission, it is common
either to impose some kind of angular ordering constraint to simulate soft coherence e!ects, or
to use more sophisticated probability functions, such as Catani-Seymour dipoles [13]. Except
for [14], none of these approaches has led to a resummation for event shapes beyond NLL.

The approach to resummation of event shapes [15] based on Soft-Collinear E!ective The-
ory (SCET) [16, 17, 18] contrasts sharply with the semi-classical CTTW treatment. The
most important conceptual di!erence is that e!ective field theory works with amplitudes, at
the operator level, instead of probabilities at the level of a di!erential cross-section. Conse-
quently, the resummation comes not from the exponentially decreasing probability for multiple
emissions, but from a solution to renormalization group (RG) equations.

The starting point for the e!ective field theory approach is the factorization formula for
thrust in the 2-jet region,

1

"0

d"2

d!
= H(Q2, µ)

!
dp2

Ldp2
Rdk J(p2

L, µ) J(p2
R, µ) ST (k, µ)%(! !

p2
L + p2

R

Q2
!

k

Q
) , (4)

where H(Q2, µ) is the hard function, J(p2, µ) the jet function, and ST (k, µ) is the soft function
for thrust. Q refers to the center-of-mass energy of the collision, µ is an arbitrary renormaliza-
tion scale, and the born-level cross section "0 appears for normalization. A similar factorization
formula was derived to study top quark jets in [19], and then transformed into this form to
study event shapes in [15]. Factorization properties of event shape variables were also studied
in [20, 21]. The expression (4) is valid to all orders in perturbation theory up to terms which
are power suppressed in the two-jet region ! # 0,

d"

d!
=

d"2

d!

$
1 + O(!)

%
. (5)

The key to the factorization theorem is that near maximum thrust, ! reduces to the sum

2

Hard scale
physics

Jet scale
physics

Soft
physics
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition

Strong coupling running
is probed over large energy range

• Factorization theorem in the two jet region:

• Factorization probes physics at multiple scales:

run across
interesting 
thresholds.

Hard, jet, soft functions

perturbative 
calculations can be 
sensitive to new 
virtual physics.



Strong Coupling Extraction in SCET
(Becher, Schwartz; Abbate, Fickinger, Hoang, Mateu, Stewart)
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition

• Regions of thrust:

Beyond tree-level involves 
gluon radiation; sensitive to 
strong coupling

+ ...

back-to-back quarks
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition
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the endpoint region, one finds

R(!) =

! !

0

d! ! 1

"0

d"

d! !
= 1 +

2#s

3$

"
!2 ln2 ! ! 3 ln ! + . . .

#
. (3)

Double logarithmic terms of the form #n
s ln2n ! arise from regions of phase space where the

quarks or gluons are soft or collinear. For small enough ! , higher order terms are just as
important as lower order ones and the standard perturbative expansion breaks down. Re-
summation refers to summing a series of contributions of the form #n

s lnm ! for the integral
R(!) or #n

s (lnm"1 !)/! for the di!erential distribution. Leading logarithmic (LL) accuracy is
achieved by summing the tower of logarithms with m = 2n, next-to-leading logarithmic accu-
racy (NLL) also sums the terms with m = 2n ! 1. Resummation at NkLL accuracy, provides
all logarithmic terms with 2n " m " 2n ! 2k + 1, as detailed in Section 2.

The first resummation of event shapes was done by Catani, Trentadue, Turnock and Web-
ber (CTTW) in [12]. Their approach was to define jet functions JC(p2) as the probability
for finding a jet of invariant mass p2 in the event. These can be calculated to NLL by sum-
ming probabilities for successive emissions using the Alterelli-Parisi splitting functions. Each
term in the series that is resummed corresponds to an additional semi-classical radiation. The
splitting functions only account for collinear emissions; to include soft emission, it is common
either to impose some kind of angular ordering constraint to simulate soft coherence e!ects, or
to use more sophisticated probability functions, such as Catani-Seymour dipoles [13]. Except
for [14], none of these approaches has led to a resummation for event shapes beyond NLL.

The approach to resummation of event shapes [15] based on Soft-Collinear E!ective The-
ory (SCET) [16, 17, 18] contrasts sharply with the semi-classical CTTW treatment. The
most important conceptual di!erence is that e!ective field theory works with amplitudes, at
the operator level, instead of probabilities at the level of a di!erential cross-section. Conse-
quently, the resummation comes not from the exponentially decreasing probability for multiple
emissions, but from a solution to renormalization group (RG) equations.

The starting point for the e!ective field theory approach is the factorization formula for
thrust in the 2-jet region,

1

"0

d"2

d!
= H(Q2, µ)

!
dp2

Ldp2
Rdk J(p2

L, µ) J(p2
R, µ) ST (k, µ)%(! !

p2
L + p2

R

Q2
!

k

Q
) , (4)

where H(Q2, µ) is the hard function, J(p2, µ) the jet function, and ST (k, µ) is the soft function
for thrust. Q refers to the center-of-mass energy of the collision, µ is an arbitrary renormaliza-
tion scale, and the born-level cross section "0 appears for normalization. A similar factorization
formula was derived to study top quark jets in [19], and then transformed into this form to
study event shapes in [15]. Factorization properties of event shape variables were also studied
in [20, 21]. The expression (4) is valid to all orders in perturbation theory up to terms which
are power suppressed in the two-jet region ! # 0,

d"

d!
=

d"2

d!

$
1 + O(!)

%
. (5)

The key to the factorization theorem is that near maximum thrust, ! reduces to the sum
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FIG. 9: Theory scan for errors in pure QCD with massless quarks. The panels are a) fixed-order, b) resummation with no
nonperturbative function, c) resummation with a nonperturbative function using the MS scheme for !̄1 without renormalon
subtraction, d) resummation with a nonperturbative function using the R-gap scheme for !1 with renormalon subtraction.

caption of Tab. II. Furthermore, we always consider five
active flavors in the running and do not implement bot-
tom threshold corrections, since our lowest scale in the
profile functions (the soft scale µS) is never smaller than
6 GeV in the tail where we perform our fit.

In Fig. 9 we display the normalized thrust distribution
in the tail thrust range 0.15 < ! < 0.30 at the di!er-
ent orders taking "s(mZ) = 0.114 and "1(R!, µ!) =
0.35 GeV as reference values, and neglectingmb and QED
corrections. We display the case Q = mZ where the
experimental measurements from LEP-I have the small-
est statistical uncertainties. The qualitative behavior of
the results agrees with other c.m. energies. The colored
bands represent the theoretical errors of the predictions
at the respective orders, which have been determined by
the scan method described in Sec. VI.

In Fig. 9a we show the O("s) (light/yellow), O("2
s)

(medium/purple) and O("3
s) (dark/red) fixed-order

thrust distributions without summation of large loga-
rithms. The common renormalization scale is chosen
to be the hard scale µH . In the fixed-order results the
higher order corrections are quite large and our error es-
timation obviously underestimates the theoretical uncer-
tainty of the fixed-order predictions. This panel including
the error bands is very similar to the analogous figures
in Refs. [4] and [6]. This emphasizes the importance of
summing large logarithms.

In Fig. 9b the fully resummed thrust distributions at
NLL! (yellow), NNLL (green), NNLL! (purple), N3LL
(blue) and N3LL! (red) order are shown, but without
implementing the soft nonperturbative function Smod

! or
the renormalon subtractions related to the R-gap scheme.
The yellow NLL! error band is mostly covered by the
green NNLL order band, and similarly the purple NNLL!
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FIG. 9: Theory scan for errors in pure QCD with massless quarks. The panels are a) fixed-order, b) resummation with no
nonperturbative function, c) resummation with a nonperturbative function using the MS scheme for !̄1 without renormalon
subtraction, d) resummation with a nonperturbative function using the R-gap scheme for !1 with renormalon subtraction.

caption of Tab. II. Furthermore, we always consider five
active flavors in the running and do not implement bot-
tom threshold corrections, since our lowest scale in the
profile functions (the soft scale µS) is never smaller than
6 GeV in the tail where we perform our fit.

In Fig. 9 we display the normalized thrust distribution
in the tail thrust range 0.15 < ! < 0.30 at the di!er-
ent orders taking "s(mZ) = 0.114 and "1(R!, µ!) =
0.35 GeV as reference values, and neglectingmb and QED
corrections. We display the case Q = mZ where the
experimental measurements from LEP-I have the small-
est statistical uncertainties. The qualitative behavior of
the results agrees with other c.m. energies. The colored
bands represent the theoretical errors of the predictions
at the respective orders, which have been determined by
the scan method described in Sec. VI.

In Fig. 9a we show the O("s) (light/yellow), O("2
s)

(medium/purple) and O("3
s) (dark/red) fixed-order

thrust distributions without summation of large loga-
rithms. The common renormalization scale is chosen
to be the hard scale µH . In the fixed-order results the
higher order corrections are quite large and our error es-
timation obviously underestimates the theoretical uncer-
tainty of the fixed-order predictions. This panel including
the error bands is very similar to the analogous figures
in Refs. [4] and [6]. This emphasizes the importance of
summing large logarithms.

In Fig. 9b the fully resummed thrust distributions at
NLL! (yellow), NNLL (green), NNLL! (purple), N3LL
(blue) and N3LL! (red) order are shown, but without
implementing the soft nonperturbative function Smod

! or
the renormalon subtractions related to the R-gap scheme.
The yellow NLL! error band is mostly covered by the
green NNLL order band, and similarly the purple NNLL!

Fixed Order results

(Gehrmann-De Ridder, Gehrmann,
Glover,Heinrich;Weinzierl)

(Abbate, Fickinger, Hoang, Mateu, Stewart)
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition

accuracy
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We give a factorization formula for the e+e! thrust distribution d!/d" with " = 1 ! T based
on soft-collinear e!ective theory. The result is applicable for all " , i.e. in the peak, tail, and far-
tail regions. The formula includes O(#3

s) fixed-order QCD results, resummation of singular partonic
#j
s ln

k(" )/" terms with N3LL accuracy, hadronization e!ects from fitting a universal nonperturbative
soft function defined in field theory, bottom quark mass e!ects, QED corrections, and the dominant
top mass dependent terms from the axial anomaly. We do not rely on Monte Carlo generators
to determine nonperturbative e!ects since they are not compatible with higher order perturbative
analyses. Instead our treatment is based on fitting nonperturbative matrix elements in field theory,
which are moments "i of a nonperturbative soft function. We present a global analysis of all available
thrust data measured at center-of-mass energies Q = 35 to 207 GeV in the tail region, where a two
parameter fit to #s(mZ) and the first moment "1 su#ces. We use a short distance scheme to
define "1, called the R-gap scheme, thus ensuring that the perturbative d!/d" does not su!er
from an O($QCD) renormalon ambiguity. We find #s(mZ) = 0.1135± (0.0002)expt ± (0.0005)hadr ±
(0.0009)pert, with $2/dof = 0.91, where the displayed 1-sigma errors are the total experimental
error, the hadronization uncertainty, and the perturbative theory uncertainty, respectively. The
hadronization uncertainty in #s is significantly decreased compared to earlier analyses by our two
parameter fit, which determines "1 = 0.323GeV with 16% uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

A traditional method for testing the theory of strong
interactions (QCD) at high-precision is the analysis of
jet cross sections at e+ e! colliders. Event shape distri-
butions play a special role as they have been extensively
measured with small experimental uncertainties at LEP
and earlier e+ e! colliders, and are theoretically clean
and accessible to high-order perturbative computations.
They have been frequently used to make precise determi-
nations of the strong coupling !s, see e.g. Ref. [1] for a
review. One of the most frequently studied event shape
variables is thrust [2],

T = max
t̂

!
i |t̂ · "pi|!
i |"pi|

, (1)

where the sum i is over all final-state hadrons with mo-
menta "pi. The unit vector t̂ that maximizes the right-
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1) defines the thrust axis. We
will use the more convenient variable # = 1 ! T . For
the production of a pair of massless quarks at tree level
d$/d# " %(#), so the measured distribution for # > 0
involves gluon radiation and is sensitive to the value of
!s. The thrust value of an event measures how much it
resembles two jets. For # values close to zero the event
has two narrow, pencil-like, back-to-back jets, carrying
about half the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy into each of
the two hemispheres defined by the plane orthogonal to
t̂. For # close to the multijet endpoint 1/2, the event has
an isotropic multi-particle final state containing a large
number of low-energy jets.

On the theoretical side, for # < 1/3 the dynamics
is governed by three di!erent scales. The hard scale
µH # Q is set by the e+e! c.m. energy Q. The jet
scale, µJ # Q

$
# is the typical momentum transverse to

t̂ of the particles within each of the two hemispheres, or
the jet invariant mass scale if all energetic particles in a
hemisphere are grouped into a jet. There is also uniform
soft radiation with energy µS # Q# , called the soft scale.
The physical description of the thrust distribution can
be divided into three regions,

peak region: # % 2"QCD/Q ,

tail region: 2"QCD/Q & # ! 1/3 , (2)

far-tail region: 1/3 ! # ' 1/2 .

In the peak region the hard, jet, and soft scales are
Q,

"
Q"QCD, and "QCD, and the distribution shows a

strongly peaked maximum. Theoretically, since # & 1
one needs to sum large (double) logarithms, (!j

s ln
k#)/# ,

and account for the fact that µS # "QCD, so d$/d# is
a!ected at leading order by a nonperturbative distribu-
tion. We call this distribution the nonperturbative soft
function. The tail region is populated predominantly by
broader dijets and 3-jet events. Here the three scales
are still well separated and one still needs to sum loga-
rithms, but now µS ( "QCD, so soft radiation can be
described by perturbation theory and a series of power
correction parameters #i. Finally, the far-tail region is
populated by multijet events. Here the distinction of
the three scales becomes meaningless, and accurate pre-
dictions can be made with fixed-order perturbation the-
ory supplemented with power corrections. The transition

+
- Included thrust data from Q=35 to 207 GeV.

- Bottom quark mass effects included. 
- Consistent treatment of power corrections.

- QED corrections at NNLL included.



- examined the effect of new light colored particles on the running 
of various objects in factorization theorem.

- gluino mass bound: greater than about 53 GeV.

- looked at differential thrust distribution in different regions.
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FIG. 1: Theoretical prediction versus aleph data at lep 1
for the standard model and the standard model with a 25
GeV gluino. The total statistical uncertainty band includes
theoretical statistical uncertainty from the Monte Carlo used
to generate the NNLO fixed-order thrust distribution.

models are shown in Figure 1, where it is clear that the
model with the gluino is systematically worse.

To properly scan over masses, we must specify how
to handle the thresholds. First, consider the total
hadronic cross section, !had. The exact leading or-
der dependence of !had on the new particle mass can
be extracted from [28]. For m < µ, the contribution
to the total cross section is proportional to !!had =

"2
s(µ)

!
#V (m2

Q2 ) + #R(m2

Q2 ) + 1

4
log(m2

µ2 )
"
, where #V is the

virtual contribution which vanishes at m = ! and #R

is the real emission contribution which vanishes for m >
Q/2. The explicit log compensates the µ-dependence of
"s and is necessary to have a smooth m " 0 limit. We
will use this exact expression !!had for the new physics
contribution to !had in Eq. (1), but observe that, as
shown in [28], it is well approximated for 0 < m < Q
by the leading power in m2/Q2. Actually, it is not
clear whether the experiments would have included de-
cay products of real gluinos in their event selection for the
thrust distribution, so in the spirit of providing a model-
independent bound, we allow !!had to scan between 0
and the cross section for !nf additional massless fla-
vors. This variation is included in the uncertainty band
described below.

The exact contributions of massive colored states to
the jet, soft, and hard functions are not known, but since
the same loops and real-emission diagrams are relevant
for them as for !!had, it is likely that the result would
be similar to that of !!had. Thus, we assume the leading
power is linear in m2/µ2

h for the hard function, m2/µ2
j for

the jet function, and m2/µ2
s for the soft function. That is,

we take H,#j and #s to interpolate between the expression
for nf = 5 + !nf flavors at m = 0 and nf = 5 flavors
at the relevant threshold. This removes any remaining
discontinuity in the thrust distribution, and should be a
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FIG. 2: Bounds on light colored particles from lep data. The
darker region is completely excluded at 95% confidence. The
lighter region is an uncertainty band including estimates of
various theoretical uncertainties.

good approximation to the (unknown) exact result. In
a similar vein, the matching correction, r($) in Eq. (2),
formally takes place at the hard scale Q. However, it
depends on nf and would be discontinuous as m crosses
Q unless the discontinuity is removed by inclusion of ex-
plicit mass corrections. We use an interpolation also lin-
ear in m2/Q2 for this e"ect. Using this model for the
mass thresholds, in lieu of the exact result, introduces
some theoretical uncertainty. To account for that un-
certainty, we explore some variations of the model and
include the errors in our final bound, as described below.

With this treatment of the threshold e"ects, the thrust
distribution is smooth and can be compared with the
data for each m and !nf . We perform a combined fit to
the aleph [22] and opal [24, 25] data sets from 91.2#206
GeV [26, 27]. The fit regions used are 0.1 < $ < 0.24
for lep 1 , and 0.04 < $ < 0.25 for aleph lep 2 and
0.05 < $ < 0.22 for opal lep 2 . The data are cor-
rected bin-by-bin for hadronization and bottom/charm
mass e"ects using pythia. We perform a least-squares
fit of the theoretical prediction to the corrected data, us-
ing errors which include both the experimental statistical
errors and the statistical errors of the NNLO fixed-order
calculation, rescaled by 1.5, as described above. For the
standard model, the %2 is 85.7 for 78 degrees-of-freedom.
For each value of m and !nf , we minimize %2 and com-
pute the maximum likelihood ratio as compared with the
standard model. The resulting 95% C.L. bound is shown
in Figure 2. For !nf = 3, the limit is meg > 52.5 GeV.
For a real gluino (with the appropriate group theory fac-
tors di"ering from !nf = 3 at higher orders), the bound
di"ers by 0.03 GeV.

To account for the theoretical uncertainty, we include
an uncertainty band (the light shaded region in Figure 2).
This subsumes the following variations: (i) Removing
the lowest bins from each data set in the fit. (ii) Not

(Kaplan, Schwartz)
Constraining Light Colored particles
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• Generalized event shapes:
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N-Jettiness
(Stewart, Tackmann,  Waalewijin)



Final State Restrictions

• Final state restrictions:

Beam Functions, TMDPDFs, soft functions,...

-different forms of factorization theorems
-different logs need to be summed; additional resummation
-new non-perturbative functions can arise:
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FIG. 2: Di!erent final-state configurations for pp collisions. The top row corresponds to Drell-Yan factorization theorems for
the (a) inclusive, (b) threshold, and (c) isolated cases. The bottom row shows the corresponding pictures with the lepton pair
replaced by dijets.

the beam. The colliding partons emit collinear radiation
along the beams that can be observed in the final state,
shown by the green lines labeled “Jet a” and “Jet b” in
Fig. 2(c). This radiation cannot be neglected in the fac-
torization theorem and necessitates the beam functions.
In the threshold case, these jets are not allowed by the
limit ! ! 1, which forces all available energy into the
leptons and leaves only soft hadronic radiation.1 In the
inclusive case there are no restrictions on additional hard
emissions, in which case initial-state radiation is included
in the partonic cross section in H incl

ij .

Also shown in Fig. 2(c) is the fact that the leptons
in isolated Drell-Yan need not be back-to-back, though
they are still back-to-back in the transverse plane [see
Sec. IVB]. In this regard, isolated Drell-Yan is in-

1 Note that the proof of factorization for the partonic cross section
in the partonic threshold limit z ! 1 is not su!cient to establish
the factorization of the hadronic cross section, unless one takes
the limit ! ! 1. The hadronic factorization theorem assumes
that all real radiation is soft with only virtual hard radiation
in the hard function. The weaker limit z ! 1 still allows the
incoming partons to emit energetic real radiation that cannot
be described by the threshold soft function. Only the ! ! 1
limit forces the radiation to be soft. This point is not related to
whether or not the threshold terms happen to dominate numer-
ically away from ! ! 1 due to the shape of the PDFs or other
reasons.

between the threshold case, where the leptons are fully
back-to-back with Y " 0, and the inclusive case, where
they are unrestricted.

In Figs. 2(d) and 2(e) we show analogs of threshold
Drell-Yan and isolated Drell-Yan where the leptons are
replaced by final-state jets. We will discuss the extension
to jets in Sec. IIG below.

To formulate isolated Drell-Yan we must first discuss
how to veto hard emissions in the central region. For this
purpose, it is important to use an observable that covers
the full phase space. Jet algorithms are good tools to
identify jets, but not necessarily to veto them. Imagine
we use a jet algorithm and require that it does not find
any jets in the central region. Although this procedure
covers the full phase space, the restrictions it imposes
on the final state depend in detail on the algorithm and
its criteria to decide if something is considered a jet or
not. It is very hard to incorporate such restrictions into
explicit theoretical calculations, and in particular into a
rigorous factorization theorem. Even if possible in prin-
ciple, the resulting beam and soft functions would be
very complicated objects, and it would be di!cult to sys-
tematically resum the large logarithms arising at higher
orders from the phase-space restrictions. Therefore, to
achieve the best theoretical precision, it is important to
implement the central jet veto using an inclusive kine-
matic variable. This allows us to derive a factorization
theorem with analytically manageable ingredients, which

(Collins, Soper, Sterman; Bodwin)

(Sterman; Catani,Trentadue,...)

(Stewart, Tackmann,  
Waalewijin)



Event shape for N-Jets

• Can we describe these processes with “event shapes”?

(Stewart, Tackmann,  Waalewijin)
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the beam. The colliding partons emit collinear radiation
along the beams that can be observed in the final state,
shown by the green lines labeled “Jet a” and “Jet b” in
Fig. 2(c). This radiation cannot be neglected in the fac-
torization theorem and necessitates the beam functions.
In the threshold case, these jets are not allowed by the
limit ! ! 1, which forces all available energy into the
leptons and leaves only soft hadronic radiation.1 In the
inclusive case there are no restrictions on additional hard
emissions, in which case initial-state radiation is included
in the partonic cross section in H incl

ij .

Also shown in Fig. 2(c) is the fact that the leptons
in isolated Drell-Yan need not be back-to-back, though
they are still back-to-back in the transverse plane [see
Sec. IVB]. In this regard, isolated Drell-Yan is in-

1 Note that the proof of factorization for the partonic cross section
in the partonic threshold limit z ! 1 is not su!cient to establish
the factorization of the hadronic cross section, unless one takes
the limit ! ! 1. The hadronic factorization theorem assumes
that all real radiation is soft with only virtual hard radiation
in the hard function. The weaker limit z ! 1 still allows the
incoming partons to emit energetic real radiation that cannot
be described by the threshold soft function. Only the ! ! 1
limit forces the radiation to be soft. This point is not related to
whether or not the threshold terms happen to dominate numer-
ically away from ! ! 1 due to the shape of the PDFs or other
reasons.

between the threshold case, where the leptons are fully
back-to-back with Y " 0, and the inclusive case, where
they are unrestricted.

In Figs. 2(d) and 2(e) we show analogs of threshold
Drell-Yan and isolated Drell-Yan where the leptons are
replaced by final-state jets. We will discuss the extension
to jets in Sec. IIG below.

To formulate isolated Drell-Yan we must first discuss
how to veto hard emissions in the central region. For this
purpose, it is important to use an observable that covers
the full phase space. Jet algorithms are good tools to
identify jets, but not necessarily to veto them. Imagine
we use a jet algorithm and require that it does not find
any jets in the central region. Although this procedure
covers the full phase space, the restrictions it imposes
on the final state depend in detail on the algorithm and
its criteria to decide if something is considered a jet or
not. It is very hard to incorporate such restrictions into
explicit theoretical calculations, and in particular into a
rigorous factorization theorem. Even if possible in prin-
ciple, the resulting beam and soft functions would be
very complicated objects, and it would be di!cult to sys-
tematically resum the large logarithms arising at higher
orders from the phase-space restrictions. Therefore, to
achieve the best theoretical precision, it is important to
implement the central jet veto using an inclusive kine-
matic variable. This allows us to derive a factorization
theorem with analytically manageable ingredients, which
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• Can we describe these processes with “event shapes”?

(Stewart, Tackmann,  Waalewijin)
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the beam. The colliding partons emit collinear radiation
along the beams that can be observed in the final state,
shown by the green lines labeled “Jet a” and “Jet b” in
Fig. 2(c). This radiation cannot be neglected in the fac-
torization theorem and necessitates the beam functions.
In the threshold case, these jets are not allowed by the
limit ! ! 1, which forces all available energy into the
leptons and leaves only soft hadronic radiation.1 In the
inclusive case there are no restrictions on additional hard
emissions, in which case initial-state radiation is included
in the partonic cross section in H incl

ij .

Also shown in Fig. 2(c) is the fact that the leptons
in isolated Drell-Yan need not be back-to-back, though
they are still back-to-back in the transverse plane [see
Sec. IVB]. In this regard, isolated Drell-Yan is in-

1 Note that the proof of factorization for the partonic cross section
in the partonic threshold limit z ! 1 is not su!cient to establish
the factorization of the hadronic cross section, unless one takes
the limit ! ! 1. The hadronic factorization theorem assumes
that all real radiation is soft with only virtual hard radiation
in the hard function. The weaker limit z ! 1 still allows the
incoming partons to emit energetic real radiation that cannot
be described by the threshold soft function. Only the ! ! 1
limit forces the radiation to be soft. This point is not related to
whether or not the threshold terms happen to dominate numer-
ically away from ! ! 1 due to the shape of the PDFs or other
reasons.

between the threshold case, where the leptons are fully
back-to-back with Y " 0, and the inclusive case, where
they are unrestricted.

In Figs. 2(d) and 2(e) we show analogs of threshold
Drell-Yan and isolated Drell-Yan where the leptons are
replaced by final-state jets. We will discuss the extension
to jets in Sec. IIG below.

To formulate isolated Drell-Yan we must first discuss
how to veto hard emissions in the central region. For this
purpose, it is important to use an observable that covers
the full phase space. Jet algorithms are good tools to
identify jets, but not necessarily to veto them. Imagine
we use a jet algorithm and require that it does not find
any jets in the central region. Although this procedure
covers the full phase space, the restrictions it imposes
on the final state depend in detail on the algorithm and
its criteria to decide if something is considered a jet or
not. It is very hard to incorporate such restrictions into
explicit theoretical calculations, and in particular into a
rigorous factorization theorem. Even if possible in prin-
ciple, the resulting beam and soft functions would be
very complicated objects, and it would be di!cult to sys-
tematically resum the large logarithms arising at higher
orders from the phase-space restrictions. Therefore, to
achieve the best theoretical precision, it is important to
implement the central jet veto using an inclusive kine-
matic variable. This allows us to derive a factorization
theorem with analytically manageable ingredients, which

N-Jettiness
• Allows factorization of exclusive N-jet events.

• Additional jets are vetoed in the appropriate limit of event shape.
• Resummation beyond LL.

• Reduced dependence on jet algorithms.
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N -Jettiness: An Inclusive Event Shape to Veto Jets
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Jet vetoes are essential in many Higgs and new-physics analyses at the LHC and Tevatron. The
signals are typically characterized by a specific number of hard jets, leptons, or photons, while the
backgrounds often have additional jets. In such cases vetoing undesired additional jets is an e!ective
way to discriminate signals and background. Given an inclusive event sample with N or more jets,
the veto to have only N energetic jets defines an “exclusive” N-jet cross section. This strongly
restricts the phase space of the underlying inclusive N-jet cross section and causes large double
logarithms in perturbation theory that must be summed to obtain theory predictions. Jet vetoes
are typically implemented using jet algorithms. This yields complicated phase-space restrictions and
one often relies on parton-shower Monte Carlos, which are limited to leading-logarithmic accuracy.
We introduce a global event shape “N-jettiness”, !N , which is defined for events with N signal jets
and vanishes in the limit of exactly N infinitely narrow jets. Requiring !N ! 1 constrains radiation
between the N signal jets and vetoes additional undesired jets. This provides an inclusive method
to veto jets and to define an exclusive N-jet cross section that can be well-controlled theoretically.
N-jettiness yields a factorization formula with inclusive jet and beam functions.

Introduction. At the LHC or Tevatron, hard interac-
tions involving Higgs or new-physics particles are identi-
fied by looking for signals with a characteristic number of
energetic jets, leptons, or photons [1]. The backgrounds
come from Standard Model processes producing the same
signature of hard objects possibly with additional jets.
An example are top quarks decaying into W plus b-jet,
which is a major background for H ! WW [2]. When
reconstructing masses and decay chains of new-physics
particles additional jets can cause large combinatorial
backgrounds. Standard Model processes can also fake
a signal when a jet is misidentified as lepton or photon,
a typical example being H ! !!.

Thus, a veto on additional undesired jets is an e!ective
and sometimes necessary method to clean up the events
and discriminate signal and the various backgrounds.
More generally, one would like to measure an “exclusive”
N -jet cross section, pp ! XL(Nj), to produce N signal
jets j where the remaining X contains no hard (central)
jets. Here, N " 0 and L denotes the hard leptons or
photons required as part of the signal.

We introduce an inclusive event shape “N -jettiness”,
denoted "N and defined below in Eq. (1). For an event
with at least N energetic jets, "N provides an inclusive
measure of how N -jet-like the event looks. In the limit
"N ! 0 the event contains exactly N infinitely narrow
jets. For "N # 1 the event has hard radiation between
the N signal jets. Requiring "N $ 1 constrains the ra-
diation outside the signal and beam jets, providing an
inclusive way to veto additional central jets. It yields
an inclusive definition of an exclusive N -jet cross section
with a smooth transition between the case of no jet veto,
"N # 1, and the extremely exclusive case "N ! 0.

Vetoing additional jets imposes a phase-space restric-
tion on the underlying inclusive N -jet cross section to
produce N or more jets with the same L. Irrespective of
its precise definition, the jet veto introduces a jet resolu-

tion scale µJ that characterizes this restriction, i.e. the
distinction between N and N+1 jets. Hence, the exclu-
sive N -jet cross section contains phase-space logarithms
#n
s ln

m(µ2
J/µ

2
H), where m % 2n and µH is the scale of the

hard interaction. For "N , µ2
J/µ

2
H & "N $ 1. Generically

there is always a hierarchy µJ $ µH , which becomes
larger the stronger the restrictions are. These large log-
arithms must be summed to obtain reliable predictions.
Jet vetoes are typically implemented by using a jet al-

gorithm to find all jets in the event and veto events with
too many energetic jets. Jet algorithms are good tools
to identify the signal jets. However, they are not nec-
essarily well-suited to veto unwanted jets, because the
corresponding phase-space restrictions are complicated
and depend in detail on the algorithm. This makes it
di"cult to incorporate the jet veto into explicit theoret-
ical calculations and inhibits a systematic summation of
the resulting large logarithms. In this case, usually the
only way to predict the corresponding exclusive N -jet
cross section is to rely on parton shower Monte Carlos
to sum the leading logarithms (LL). For particular jet
algorithms, the resolution y23 defines the transition from
2 to 3 jets. Next-to-leading logarithms for this and other
hadron-collider event shapes were summed in Ref. [3].
Vetoing jets by cutting on an inclusive variable like "N

has several advantages. First, we can go beyond LL or-
der, because the logarithms from the phase-space restric-
tion, #n

s lnm"N , are simple enough to allow their system-
atic summation to higher orders. Moreover, the theory
predictions with factorization can be directly compared
with experiment without having to utilize Monte Carlos
for parton showering or hadronization. Experimentally,
"N reduces the dependence on jet algorithms and might
help improve the background rejection.
Definition. N -jettiness is defined as

"N =
2

Q2

!

k

min
"
qa ·pk, qb ·pk, q1 ·pk, . . . , qN ·pk

#
. (1)
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FIG. 1: Di!erent situations for the application of N-jettiness.

As we discuss below, this definition of !N yields a fac-
torization formula with inclusive jet and beam functions
and allows the summation of logarithms to next-to-next-
to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) order. The sum over k
in Eq. (1) runs over the momenta pk of all measured
(pseudo-)particles in the final state excluding the signal
leptons or photons in L. (Any other leptons or photons,
e.g. from hadronic decays, are included in the sum.) For
simplicity we take all pk to be massless. The qa, qb, and
q1, ..., qN are a fixed set of massless reference momenta
for the two beams and the N signal jets,

qµa,b =
1

2
xa,bEcm nµ

a,b , nµ
a = (1, ẑ) , nµ

b = (1,!ẑ) ,

qµJ = EJ (1, n̂J) , J = {1, . . . , N} . (2)

The EJ and n̂J correspond to the energies and directions
of the N signal jets (for both massive and massless jets).
Their choice is discussed below. The beam reference mo-
menta qa and qb are the large momentum components of
the colliding partons along the beam axis (taken to be
the z axis). They are defined by

xaEcm = nb · (q1 + · · ·+ qN + q) , (3)

and analogously for xb with a " b. Here, q is the to-
tal momentum of the non-hadronic signal L. In Eq. (1),
Q2 = xaxbE2

cm is the hard interaction scale, and the dis-
tance of a particle with momentum pk from the jets or
beams is measured by qm · pk. If L contains missing en-
ergy, so q and xa,b are not known, one can use a modified
distance measure as we discuss below Eq. (11).
The minimum for each k in Eq. (1) associates the par-

ticle with the closest beam or jet, appropriately dividing
the hadronic initial-state radiation (ISR) and final-state
radiation (FSR). Soft particles and energetic particles
near any jet or beam only give small contributions to the
sum. For 2 # N scattering of massless partons, !N = 0.
Energetic particles far away from all jets and beams give
large contributions. Hence, for !N $ 1 the final state has
N jets, two forward beam jets, and only soft radiation
between them. In this limit xa,b are the momentum frac-
tions of the annihilated partons, and Y = ln(xa/xb)/2 is
the boost of the partonic center-of-mass frame.

N = 2 for e+e! # jets. In e+e! collisions there is no
hadronic ISR, so we drop the qa,b · pk entries in Eq. (1).
NowQ2 is the total invariant mass of the leptons and Y =
0. In the two-jet limit, the jet directions are close to the
thrust axis t̂, defined by the thrust T = maxt̂

!
i |t̂·"pi|/Q.

Hence we can choose

qµ1 =
1

2
Q (1, t̂ ) , qµ2 =

1

2
Q (1,!t̂ ) (4)

as reference momenta, and Eq. (1) becomes

!ee2 =
1

Q

"

k

Ek min
#
1! cos #k, 1 + cos #k

$
, (5)

where #k is the angle between "pk and t̂. The minimum
divides all particles into the two hemispheres perpendic-
ular to t̂ as shown in Fig. 1(a). For !ee2 $ 1, the total
invariant mass in each hemisphere is much smaller than
Q, so the final state contains two narrow jets. In this
limit, !ee2 = 1!T , and a factorization theorem exists for
d$/d!ee2 , which can be used to sum logarithms of !ee2 [4].
For a given jet algorithm with resolution parameter y,
the value y23 marks the transition between 2 and 3 jets.
Thus requiring y23 $ 1 also vetoes events with > 2 jets.
N = 0 for Drell-Yan. Next, consider the isolated

Drell-Yan process, pp # X%+%! with no hard central
jets, shown in Fig. 1(b). We now have ISR from the in-
coming partons, but no FSR from jets. From Eq. (3) we
have

xaEcm = e+Y
%
q2 + "q 2

T , xbEcm = e!Y
%
q2 + "q 2

T , (6)

where q2 and "qT are the dilepton invariant mass and
transverse momentum, and Y equals the dilepton rapid-
ity. Now, Q2 = q2 + "q 2

T and Eq. (1) becomes

!0 =
1

Q

"

k

|"pkT |min
#
eY!!k , e!Y+!k

$
. (7)

where |"pkT | and &k are the transverse momentum and
rapidity of pk. The qa and qb dependence in Eq. (1) ex-
plicitly accounts for the boost of the partonic center-of-
mass frame. For Y = 0, the minimum in Eq. (7) divides
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N -Jettiness: An Inclusive Event Shape to Veto Jets

Iain W. Stewart, Frank J. Tackmann, and Wouter J. Waalewijn
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Jet vetoes are essential in many Higgs and new-physics analyses at the LHC and Tevatron. The
signals are typically characterized by a specific number of hard jets, leptons, or photons, while the
backgrounds often have additional jets. In such cases vetoing undesired additional jets is an e!ective
way to discriminate signals and background. Given an inclusive event sample with N or more jets,
the veto to have only N energetic jets defines an “exclusive” N-jet cross section. This strongly
restricts the phase space of the underlying inclusive N-jet cross section and causes large double
logarithms in perturbation theory that must be summed to obtain theory predictions. Jet vetoes
are typically implemented using jet algorithms. This yields complicated phase-space restrictions and
one often relies on parton-shower Monte Carlos, which are limited to leading-logarithmic accuracy.
We introduce a global event shape “N-jettiness”, !N , which is defined for events with N signal jets
and vanishes in the limit of exactly N infinitely narrow jets. Requiring !N ! 1 constrains radiation
between the N signal jets and vetoes additional undesired jets. This provides an inclusive method
to veto jets and to define an exclusive N-jet cross section that can be well-controlled theoretically.
N-jettiness yields a factorization formula with inclusive jet and beam functions.

Introduction. At the LHC or Tevatron, hard interac-
tions involving Higgs or new-physics particles are identi-
fied by looking for signals with a characteristic number of
energetic jets, leptons, or photons [1]. The backgrounds
come from Standard Model processes producing the same
signature of hard objects possibly with additional jets.
An example are top quarks decaying into W plus b-jet,
which is a major background for H ! WW [2]. When
reconstructing masses and decay chains of new-physics
particles additional jets can cause large combinatorial
backgrounds. Standard Model processes can also fake
a signal when a jet is misidentified as lepton or photon,
a typical example being H ! !!.

Thus, a veto on additional undesired jets is an e!ective
and sometimes necessary method to clean up the events
and discriminate signal and the various backgrounds.
More generally, one would like to measure an “exclusive”
N -jet cross section, pp ! XL(Nj), to produce N signal
jets j where the remaining X contains no hard (central)
jets. Here, N " 0 and L denotes the hard leptons or
photons required as part of the signal.

We introduce an inclusive event shape “N -jettiness”,
denoted "N and defined below in Eq. (1). For an event
with at least N energetic jets, "N provides an inclusive
measure of how N -jet-like the event looks. In the limit
"N ! 0 the event contains exactly N infinitely narrow
jets. For "N # 1 the event has hard radiation between
the N signal jets. Requiring "N $ 1 constrains the ra-
diation outside the signal and beam jets, providing an
inclusive way to veto additional central jets. It yields
an inclusive definition of an exclusive N -jet cross section
with a smooth transition between the case of no jet veto,
"N # 1, and the extremely exclusive case "N ! 0.

Vetoing additional jets imposes a phase-space restric-
tion on the underlying inclusive N -jet cross section to
produce N or more jets with the same L. Irrespective of
its precise definition, the jet veto introduces a jet resolu-

tion scale µJ that characterizes this restriction, i.e. the
distinction between N and N+1 jets. Hence, the exclu-
sive N -jet cross section contains phase-space logarithms
#n
s ln

m(µ2
J/µ

2
H), where m % 2n and µH is the scale of the

hard interaction. For "N , µ2
J/µ

2
H & "N $ 1. Generically

there is always a hierarchy µJ $ µH , which becomes
larger the stronger the restrictions are. These large log-
arithms must be summed to obtain reliable predictions.
Jet vetoes are typically implemented by using a jet al-

gorithm to find all jets in the event and veto events with
too many energetic jets. Jet algorithms are good tools
to identify the signal jets. However, they are not nec-
essarily well-suited to veto unwanted jets, because the
corresponding phase-space restrictions are complicated
and depend in detail on the algorithm. This makes it
di"cult to incorporate the jet veto into explicit theoret-
ical calculations and inhibits a systematic summation of
the resulting large logarithms. In this case, usually the
only way to predict the corresponding exclusive N -jet
cross section is to rely on parton shower Monte Carlos
to sum the leading logarithms (LL). For particular jet
algorithms, the resolution y23 defines the transition from
2 to 3 jets. Next-to-leading logarithms for this and other
hadron-collider event shapes were summed in Ref. [3].
Vetoing jets by cutting on an inclusive variable like "N

has several advantages. First, we can go beyond LL or-
der, because the logarithms from the phase-space restric-
tion, #n

s lnm"N , are simple enough to allow their system-
atic summation to higher orders. Moreover, the theory
predictions with factorization can be directly compared
with experiment without having to utilize Monte Carlos
for parton showering or hadronization. Experimentally,
"N reduces the dependence on jet algorithms and might
help improve the background rejection.
Definition. N -jettiness is defined as

"N =
2

Q2

!

k

min
"
qa ·pk, qb ·pk, q1 ·pk, . . . , qN ·pk

#
. (1)

• Limit of N infinitely narrow jets: restricts hard radiation 
between jets and beams
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FIG. 1: Di!erent situations for the application of N-jettiness.

As we discuss below, this definition of !N yields a fac-
torization formula with inclusive jet and beam functions
and allows the summation of logarithms to next-to-next-
to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) order. The sum over k
in Eq. (1) runs over the momenta pk of all measured
(pseudo-)particles in the final state excluding the signal
leptons or photons in L. (Any other leptons or photons,
e.g. from hadronic decays, are included in the sum.) For
simplicity we take all pk to be massless. The qa, qb, and
q1, ..., qN are a fixed set of massless reference momenta
for the two beams and the N signal jets,

qµa,b =
1

2
xa,bEcm nµ

a,b , nµ
a = (1, ẑ) , nµ

b = (1,!ẑ) ,

qµJ = EJ (1, n̂J) , J = {1, . . . , N} . (2)

The EJ and n̂J correspond to the energies and directions
of the N signal jets (for both massive and massless jets).
Their choice is discussed below. The beam reference mo-
menta qa and qb are the large momentum components of
the colliding partons along the beam axis (taken to be
the z axis). They are defined by

xaEcm = nb · (q1 + · · ·+ qN + q) , (3)

and analogously for xb with a " b. Here, q is the to-
tal momentum of the non-hadronic signal L. In Eq. (1),
Q2 = xaxbE2

cm is the hard interaction scale, and the dis-
tance of a particle with momentum pk from the jets or
beams is measured by qm · pk. If L contains missing en-
ergy, so q and xa,b are not known, one can use a modified
distance measure as we discuss below Eq. (11).
The minimum for each k in Eq. (1) associates the par-

ticle with the closest beam or jet, appropriately dividing
the hadronic initial-state radiation (ISR) and final-state
radiation (FSR). Soft particles and energetic particles
near any jet or beam only give small contributions to the
sum. For 2 # N scattering of massless partons, !N = 0.
Energetic particles far away from all jets and beams give
large contributions. Hence, for !N $ 1 the final state has
N jets, two forward beam jets, and only soft radiation
between them. In this limit xa,b are the momentum frac-
tions of the annihilated partons, and Y = ln(xa/xb)/2 is
the boost of the partonic center-of-mass frame.

N = 2 for e+e! # jets. In e+e! collisions there is no
hadronic ISR, so we drop the qa,b · pk entries in Eq. (1).
NowQ2 is the total invariant mass of the leptons and Y =
0. In the two-jet limit, the jet directions are close to the
thrust axis t̂, defined by the thrust T = maxt̂

!
i |t̂·"pi|/Q.

Hence we can choose

qµ1 =
1

2
Q (1, t̂ ) , qµ2 =

1

2
Q (1,!t̂ ) (4)

as reference momenta, and Eq. (1) becomes

!ee2 =
1

Q

"

k

Ek min
#
1! cos #k, 1 + cos #k

$
, (5)

where #k is the angle between "pk and t̂. The minimum
divides all particles into the two hemispheres perpendic-
ular to t̂ as shown in Fig. 1(a). For !ee2 $ 1, the total
invariant mass in each hemisphere is much smaller than
Q, so the final state contains two narrow jets. In this
limit, !ee2 = 1!T , and a factorization theorem exists for
d$/d!ee2 , which can be used to sum logarithms of !ee2 [4].
For a given jet algorithm with resolution parameter y,
the value y23 marks the transition between 2 and 3 jets.
Thus requiring y23 $ 1 also vetoes events with > 2 jets.
N = 0 for Drell-Yan. Next, consider the isolated

Drell-Yan process, pp # X%+%! with no hard central
jets, shown in Fig. 1(b). We now have ISR from the in-
coming partons, but no FSR from jets. From Eq. (3) we
have

xaEcm = e+Y
%
q2 + "q 2

T , xbEcm = e!Y
%
q2 + "q 2

T , (6)

where q2 and "qT are the dilepton invariant mass and
transverse momentum, and Y equals the dilepton rapid-
ity. Now, Q2 = q2 + "q 2

T and Eq. (1) becomes

!0 =
1

Q

"

k

|"pkT |min
#
eY!!k , e!Y+!k

$
. (7)

where |"pkT | and &k are the transverse momentum and
rapidity of pk. The qa and qb dependence in Eq. (1) ex-
plicitly accounts for the boost of the partonic center-of-
mass frame. For Y = 0, the minimum in Eq. (7) divides
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Figure 2: (a) Physics described by the beam function. Starting at a low hadronic scale µ! the proton
is described by a PDF f . At the scale µB, the proton is probed by measuring radiation in the final
state, identifying a parton j described by fj(!, µB). Above µB , the initial state becomes an incoming
jet described by Iij(t, x/!, µ) for an o!-shell parton i with spacelike virtuality !t, which enters the
hard interaction at µH . (b) Schematic picture of the final state for isolated Drell-Yan.

virtuality t! of the parton i, while leaving its identity and momentum fraction unchanged,

µ
d

dµ
Bi(t, x, µ) =

!
dt! "iB(t! t!, µ)Bi(t

!, x, µ) . (1.3)

This evolution stops at the hard scale µH , where the o!-shell parton i enters the hard partonic

collision. For µ " µB the initial state is also sensitive to soft radiation as shown by the orange

wider angle gluons in Fig. 2(a). For cases where the beam function description su"ces this

soft radiation eikonalizes, and the corresponding soft Wilson line is one component of the soft

function S that appears in the factorized cross section.

In general, a beam function combines the PDF with a description of all energetic initial-

state radiation that is collinear to the incoming proton direction up to t # Q2. The parton’s

virtuality t e!ectively measures the transverse spread of the radiation around the beam axis.

The specific type of beam function may depend on details of the measurements, much as

how jet functions depend on the algorithm used to identify radiation in the jet [7, 8, 9].

Our discussion here will focus on the most inclusive beam function, which probes t through

the measurement of hadrons in the entire forward hemisphere corresponding to the proton’s

direction. The utility of beam functions is that for a class of cross sections they provide a

universal description of initial-state radiation that does not need to be modeled or computed

on a case by case basis.

An example of a factorization theorem that involves beam functions is the “isolated Drell-

Yan” process, pp $ X#+#". Here, as depicted in Fig. 2(b), X is allowed to contain forward

energetic radiation in jets about the beam axis, but only soft wide-angle radiation with no

central jets. The presence of energetic forward radiation is an unavoidable consequence for

processes involving generic parton momentum fractions x that are away from the threshold

– 4 –

• Beam function:
Initial parton is part of

“Beam Jet”

(Stewart, Tackmann,  Waalewijin)

• Generalized pT dependent Beam functions (iBFs) appear in 
pT distributions of Drell-Yan Process. (SM, Petriello)
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I. INTRODUCTION

d2!

dp2
T dY

! H " B̃n " B̃n̄ " S!1 (1)

B̃n = In,i " fi, B̃n̄ = In̄,j " fj (2)

• current presicion "APV /APV ! 10!6.

• all hadronic e!ects cancel at leading twist. APV is strong candidate for studying HT

e!ects.

• with a wide kinematic range, di!erent physics topics can be entangled: BSM and

Higher twist for example. C2’s will cause a y-dependence, HT will cause a Q2 depen-

dence, CSV will appear as an x-dependence.

• HT e!ects are known to be large for large values of ”x”: J.Blumlein, H.Bottcher and

J.Blumlein, H.Bottcher, A. Gu!anti....can then kinematically isolate F du measurement

at high x.

II. PV DIS PHENOMENOLOGY

The di!erential cross-section for electron-deuteron scattering takes the general form

d2!

d"dE " =
#2

Q4

E "

E

!
L!

µ"W
µ"
! # GF Q2

4
$

2$#
L!Z

µ" W µ"
!Z

"
, (3)

where E and E " are the energies of the incoming electron and outgoing electrons respectively

in the lab frame. The square of the momentum transfer via the exchanged photon or Z-

boson is Q2 = #q2 = #(%# %")2 where %µ and %"µ denote the four-momenta of the incoming

Beam Function can be 
matched onto PDF
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FIG. 1: Di!erent situations for the application of N-jettiness.

As we discuss below, this definition of !N yields a fac-
torization formula with inclusive jet and beam functions
and allows the summation of logarithms to next-to-next-
to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) order. The sum over k
in Eq. (1) runs over the momenta pk of all measured
(pseudo-)particles in the final state excluding the signal
leptons or photons in L. (Any other leptons or photons,
e.g. from hadronic decays, are included in the sum.) For
simplicity we take all pk to be massless. The qa, qb, and
q1, ..., qN are a fixed set of massless reference momenta
for the two beams and the N signal jets,

qµa,b =
1

2
xa,bEcm nµ

a,b , nµ
a = (1, ẑ) , nµ

b = (1,!ẑ) ,

qµJ = EJ (1, n̂J) , J = {1, . . . , N} . (2)

The EJ and n̂J correspond to the energies and directions
of the N signal jets (for both massive and massless jets).
Their choice is discussed below. The beam reference mo-
menta qa and qb are the large momentum components of
the colliding partons along the beam axis (taken to be
the z axis). They are defined by

xaEcm = nb · (q1 + · · ·+ qN + q) , (3)

and analogously for xb with a " b. Here, q is the to-
tal momentum of the non-hadronic signal L. In Eq. (1),
Q2 = xaxbE2

cm is the hard interaction scale, and the dis-
tance of a particle with momentum pk from the jets or
beams is measured by qm · pk. If L contains missing en-
ergy, so q and xa,b are not known, one can use a modified
distance measure as we discuss below Eq. (11).
The minimum for each k in Eq. (1) associates the par-

ticle with the closest beam or jet, appropriately dividing
the hadronic initial-state radiation (ISR) and final-state
radiation (FSR). Soft particles and energetic particles
near any jet or beam only give small contributions to the
sum. For 2 # N scattering of massless partons, !N = 0.
Energetic particles far away from all jets and beams give
large contributions. Hence, for !N $ 1 the final state has
N jets, two forward beam jets, and only soft radiation
between them. In this limit xa,b are the momentum frac-
tions of the annihilated partons, and Y = ln(xa/xb)/2 is
the boost of the partonic center-of-mass frame.

N = 2 for e+e! # jets. In e+e! collisions there is no
hadronic ISR, so we drop the qa,b · pk entries in Eq. (1).
NowQ2 is the total invariant mass of the leptons and Y =
0. In the two-jet limit, the jet directions are close to the
thrust axis t̂, defined by the thrust T = maxt̂

!
i |t̂·"pi|/Q.

Hence we can choose

qµ1 =
1

2
Q (1, t̂ ) , qµ2 =

1

2
Q (1,!t̂ ) (4)

as reference momenta, and Eq. (1) becomes

!ee2 =
1

Q

"

k

Ek min
#
1! cos #k, 1 + cos #k

$
, (5)

where #k is the angle between "pk and t̂. The minimum
divides all particles into the two hemispheres perpendic-
ular to t̂ as shown in Fig. 1(a). For !ee2 $ 1, the total
invariant mass in each hemisphere is much smaller than
Q, so the final state contains two narrow jets. In this
limit, !ee2 = 1!T , and a factorization theorem exists for
d$/d!ee2 , which can be used to sum logarithms of !ee2 [4].
For a given jet algorithm with resolution parameter y,
the value y23 marks the transition between 2 and 3 jets.
Thus requiring y23 $ 1 also vetoes events with > 2 jets.
N = 0 for Drell-Yan. Next, consider the isolated

Drell-Yan process, pp # X%+%! with no hard central
jets, shown in Fig. 1(b). We now have ISR from the in-
coming partons, but no FSR from jets. From Eq. (3) we
have

xaEcm = e+Y
%
q2 + "q 2

T , xbEcm = e!Y
%
q2 + "q 2

T , (6)

where q2 and "qT are the dilepton invariant mass and
transverse momentum, and Y equals the dilepton rapid-
ity. Now, Q2 = q2 + "q 2

T and Eq. (1) becomes

!0 =
1

Q

"

k

|"pkT |min
#
eY!!k , e!Y+!k

$
. (7)

where |"pkT | and &k are the transverse momentum and
rapidity of pk. The qa and qb dependence in Eq. (1) ex-
plicitly accounts for the boost of the partonic center-of-
mass frame. For Y = 0, the minimum in Eq. (7) divides

• Analysis would be similar but without beam functions.
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Jet Shapes and Jet Algorithms
(Almeida, S.J.Lee, Perez,Sterman,Sung,Virzi;Ellis, Hornig,Lee, Vermilion,Walsh)

• Generalize global event shapes to “jet shapes”:

• Detailed study could allow one to distinguish jets with different 
origins.

• Could complement jet substructure techniques. (See talks by Tweedie, 
Wang)



QCD at the ILC
• ILC provides clean environment:

- good theoretical control over QCD effects interfering with new physics.
- allows precision studies of QCD itself.

• Precision top quark mass measurements:

• Strong coupling measurements

- at threshold

- precise measurements of the strong coupling.
-evolution over large energy range; probe of new thresholds.

• Factorization theorems
- separate perturbative and non-perurbative physics.
- simultaneously probes physics at multiple scales.

- Universal non-perturbative functions.
- Power corrections get smaller at higher energies; more precision.

• Precision studies of multiple jet events.
- new event shape observable: “N-jettiness”
- study of “jet shapes” and including jet algorithms in factorization theorems.

- far away from threshold

- sensitive to new physics through running and perturbative corrections to 
   hard functions


